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Longings.

Ali' my heart i« -i- k with longing,
Ixmging for the May.
I»ngiti< to escape from study,*
To the young face fair and ruddy.
And the thousand charms belonging
To the summer’s day.
Ah! my heart i- -i*-k with longing.
Ixmging for the May.

>

Ah! my heart is -on* with sighiug.
Mgbing f- r the May,
Sighing for their sun- returning.
When the summer beams are burning
Hope and flowers that, dead or dying.
All the winter 1st.
Ah! my heart is sore with sighing
Sighingf«*r the Maw

I

t

Drug-

gists.

Ellsworth

Ah! my heart is named with throbbing.
Throbbing for the May.
Throbbing for the seaside billows,

ttrthe water-wooing willows;
Where, in laughing, and in nobbing.
< Hide the streams
away.
Ah ! my heart, my heart in throbbing.
Throbbing for the May.

Waiting, sad. dejected, weary,
Waiting for the May.
Soring goes by with wasted warnings.—

Moonlit evening*, sunbright morning-,—
yet dark and dreary
Life still Hpbs away ;
Man is ever weary, weary.
Waiting for the May!

Summer comes,

Hems Florence Mac. Carthy.
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certify that 1 hav.-soMat
lots dorer l*v\! bottles) ol your Vtu.n.M
April 12, 1*70, and can truly sav Uiat :i has
tie- best satisfaction of any remedy f »r the
ouipiaints f. r wh .-h it is reemmanded that 1
ever sold. -Van ely a day
pa--«-» without some
I my cu-toiners te-tifving to it* merits on
them-c lvo or their Iru-uds.
J am perfectly e..gal/aut
1 -A
e.t-eI herofulouTuiuor? Uu>
Vt-ial^
“red by Vhos iink alone in this vi.
umy.
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system. (t
It u a
mothers,
strength, quiets nerves, and
'In m nature's tweet sleep—as has been
proved n\ many an aged per* *n. It isthcgre.it
t* .1 I*ui
1. i* a -oothmg remedy t .r our
children. It lm* relieved and cure.', thousar'
It i-very p.e -aut to lake;
every child like.* it. It
icIr-veg and cure- all di-ra-e- origiuating from
impure bloo«J. 1 rv the Vti.r.i ink. t»ire it a fair
trial loryonr < ..inplaiut-. thee
you will say to
vour triend, neighbor and
actpi&iu lance. I*rv‘ it,
;t ha* cured me.**

MAINE.

nd Loue-e above City Hotel.

Steam

Summer

Ah! my h- art i- wrary waiting.
Wailing for tbt* May.
W aiting tor the pleasant rambles
W’a. p ttir fragrant liawthorn-brainhlr**,
W ith the wiKxTbine alternating,
" * nt the
dewy way.
Ati! my heart i- w« ary waiting.
for
the May.
Waiting

nigh’!.

Surgeon.

KLI.SWORTH.
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pon the b.oo-J. I; jjo-.- the uervourv;vps\o,. moj«l. -w.-et
sleep at
sioit p.u.aeea 1 >r our aged father* an
t -I it givethem
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f-iv.ii

K. II. SVV I IT. M.
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ii. come, while here I pro**
.My brow u|*on thy grave: and. in tho*e mild
And thnldog tones of tenderness.
Bless, bless thy child!

Gf.o. D. 1‘kknticf.

ami hert.-.
it is nature
remedy, it i- {•erlectu
tiuriiui -- t:o
1 • tf*-, upon the sv-tem. It
an; t
nour;-hing an -ireugtiieuing. It act- dire-,

liLI El LILL, NIK.
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When- i* thy spirit flown?
als've—thy look i* imaged there:
1 listen—and thy gvntle tone
I« on the air.

1 ga/.e

Y«‘*. bless thy weeping child:
And o'er thine urn—religion’s holiest *lirine—
< i. gi\- hi* *i»irit undented.

W II IT IS VEGETINE ?
It

Connsellor and Attorney at Law.
i»*

Aud, when the evening pale
Bow*. lik<- a m wrner.on the dim blue wave,
I *tra> to hear the night-wind* wail
Around thy grave.

.i-

i ; w
II.

Oft from life's withered Itower,
In still communion with the Past, I turn
And muse on thee, the only flower
In Memory's urn.

-..

•IAn. BORLAND

n

Ay. must I linger here.
lonely branch upon a withered tree.
Whose l»*t frail leaf, untimely sere.
Went down with thee?

A

1

j

l

1

ELLSWORTH,

And must I linger here.
To stain the plumage of inj sinlass years.
And mourn the hopes to childhood dear.
With bitter tears?

itnoiiier

ti\wk-ihu in Nsuck, wlm, after ('.•nsnIrnMctinif,
lt-1 111 In-aiing the
without reducing
the * /.
At thi* j- :ul I < oiuau nceJ to use V»:
ihUNK, through the earnest |mt*u.i*iom o! a friend
Alter I had taken tin- medn iue about one
week 1
wonderful sensation*. W whole
e*t»*n«‘n<-r.]'
:• il;. reined to be
undergoing a radical charge,
iluu•’
*!
tumor bi >ke and discharged
-; tiui
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every day.
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Tin- -tali men: 1 Volunteer
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suffeung hui.p
in«i..ty and ini w ill
a lavor
by giving it
much publicity as thought proper.
e» v grateti.il v,
° M. fe.W t.L».
AsdiuuJ, Ma--.
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blest.

And I could love to die;
To leave untasted life's dark.bitter streams—
By thee, as erst in childhood, lie.
And share thy dreams.

..

«. F. t.RAV.

are

'Ti* a sweet flower, yet must
Its bright leaves to the coming tempest bow ;
Dear mother. *tis thine emblem— dust
I* on thy brow.

Jam aui 2, 1»73.
II. K. .-Tr r N-. K#o
Dear Mr
When about six months old I wa«
u.
mated.
I he parties Mho Mln-rc vaccinated
ibe same virus died from the humor. The!
;
humor
spread over me to such an extent that 1
Ma- rolled in bran to prevent me from
scratching
mi person
The disease finally setU. 1 in
a-i1 remained in (hi# condition about
twenty !
troubled all the tune with soies
breaking
:n niv
.id and di-« t-arif g
corrupt.on Irom mv 1
ar
At Uu# time a small kernel appeared on mV
to-, k. giadually
inc*ea-mg in size until a tumor 1
t rroed of such immense size 1 could
see it hv
tUMHiig n > C\C-downward. All this time I was
j
taking van..us remedies for my bloo*l without anv
substantial benefit.
1 th.n went to a prominent
physician in lioston
" h>».
during lit- 11catiuent .>1 six month-, lanced i
tiinn.r eight times, which co-1 n.e near I v
$t'»
1 hiit me with a rough, aggravated -or*-’ w
ith
out at al! diminishing the size ot the
tumor, and

an<)

uau.j.

on

•-

a new

me,

Mother, 1 love thy grave!
The violet, with it*'blossoms blue and mild,
Wave* o'er thy head: when shall it wave
Above thy child?

S 4 0 0.0 0 !!
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The trembling dew-drops fall
l*i»oii the shutting flower*: like soul's at rest.
The star* shine gloriously; and all.

\ t uimxi to
tttla In the I
an inremedy and in* person need suffer from
humor#, ulcer-, and ill di-ea-e- arising from itu
I'Ure ld"od, it \ KuKUNK i- u-e 1 «•
>rding to direction#.
fher** i-* m>t a a#e of scrofula in exitb'ticc that \ M.niNK will not cure
prov idcd, however, the vi »1 I'inciioii# have not lost their |*ower
o! action, all that
may in- -aid to the contrary notw ith-tanding.
K'-ETIM. i- plea-ant t<» the ta~tc,
mild in its
•: !<• in it* action ,.n disease.a#
influence, and
the following 11 sv n >ti Mia'i'e «-v id* nee will show.
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Written At My Mother’s Grave.

Taking into on-i->n t lie character ofit«
voucher#. the history ot ii* cure# and the im-
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public are invited to call and examine
purchasing elsewhere.
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Tin---lays exceuted.
Pa>r,'.er.t required at the time for visits, ex |
uminatiuns., and prescriptions.
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Dr. J.

T. OSGOOD.

PATRONIZE

Dentist,
Surgeon
GRANITE
OFFICE,

HOME MANUFACTURE.

BLOCK,

ELLSWORTH.MAINE.

The

Every branch

the Dental Profession carried
substantial manner, and at prices

on in the most
tnat deiy competition.
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Anesthesia produced by the ««e of Johnston
Brothers* new
apparatus and Liquid Nitrous Oxi It Ua6, or hutpnur.c Ether. The freezing ot the
f
-uc^essfully periotmed and »eeth extracted
without pain.
lti
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All persons in want of
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County,
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on

May

workmen and at short
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St., Ellsworth,

J. W. I>AV16 A SOX.
G. 1873
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Castine.
Bluebill.

A. F. Burnham,

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR AT
A S D

—

LAW;

U. S. CLAIM AGENT,
FOR

PROSECUTING CLAIMS FOR
BOUNTIES.

ELLSWOUTH,
tf 11

:

:

PENSIONS AND

MAIJVE.

Win. Franklin Searey,

at Law. anil Solicitor of Patents.

Kioea Block, 17 Main Street.
Oct. SI,
tf-TJ.
RANOOK, Me.
CALL AT

A SI) OET

a

OIL.

ckara.”

a purely vegetable, general family remKeep it in the house to use in case of emer-

This is

edy.

gency.

TRY IT INTERNALLY.
It cures Colic, Cholera Morbus, Diarrbcra,
Cramps and Pains in the Stomach, Indigestion,
Sore Throat, Coughs, Colds. Ac.
USE IT EXTERNALLY.
It cures Neuralgia, Catarrh, Rheumatism,
Sprains, Cuts, Bruises, Old Sores, Headache.
Toothache, and in tact almost all the aches and
pains which flesh is heir to.
Sold by all dealers in Medicines.
WM. KKNNE A SONS. Proprietors, Pittatield,
Mass
lyr37
|
1

g#*Sold in Ellsworth by ti. A. Parcher, 8. D.
Wiggm. Somesville—Allen, T. Hamor.
Hancock—Crabtree h Cm Sullivan—8. Simpson.
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PATENTS.

Attorney

“It work* like

Brooklin,

tiouldeboro.
Mt Desert.
Deer Isle.
O*All business entrusted to anv one el the
above officers, will be promptly and faithfully attended to.
I^r3.
Ellsworth. Jan. 21st. 1875.
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RENNE’S MAGIC

Bucksport.

THIS

0PRICE

TOUR BUSINESS CARDS

tmhUS canmot bt emetUed

I

HANC0CK_H0USE

This House is centrally located and has recently been thoroughly repaired and refurnished

throughout.

personal

The proprietor intends to give
attention to the table and the wants of nis guests, and
flatters himsell that be can now furnish as good
accommodations as can be tound in the city. A
good Stable, and afkithlul Ostler, always on
geo. Gould,
"and.
(West End of Union River Bridge.)

Ellsworth, Sept. 20, 185.

summer.

“Tell your father that the day you enter
my house I will give you a check for twenty thousand dollars.
“Tell your mother—no. tell her nothing
except that I bid pod bless her. 1 will not
buy her child from her, but if she can give
her to me, I will prove by my care of her
bow much I appreciate the gift.
"Telegraph one word when you receive
this, and let it be ‘yes' or ‘no.’ Y'our father will find on Inquiry that I have made
every arrangement for your trip, on the
train that will arrive here on the twentyfourth of December.
"1 have issued invitations for a regular
old-fashioned house-warming on Christmas Eve. and want you to do the honors
of my establishment. I would have asked
you to come sooner, but am called away
ou busiuess that will keep me until that

day.

"I enclose a check, that you may make
airangeiueot you please for your
journey. It is not necessary for you to

io trouble
It will be
just as well for you to make any addition
you may choose to your wardrobe after
your arrival here; but one thing I want
you provided with, and that is an evening
dress for the house-warming.
Please let
it he rich and elegant in every respect, and
especially let it be all white.
"If you know any oue who would live
with us as a sort of upper servant, or
house-keeper, to take care off your bands,
and who will also be a suitable travelling
companion for you. please engage her at
once.
I leave tke terms entirely to you.
If you do not engage any one, your father
can doubtless
obtain an introduction to
some
passenger coming at the same time,
onder whose escort he can place yon.
"With much love to your mother, I remain your affectionate ancle,
“Robert Preston.”
"Go to California!” cried Mrs. Dudley
in amazement. “Robert must have gone
and 1 would advise you not

yourself with much luggage.

DEPIT1ES
I. W. Patterson,
K. F. Davies.
A V Osgood.
Benjamin Nutter,
Francis Taft.
B. T. Atherton,
W. If. H. 8pefford,

strange letter, exclaimed Kate
Dudley, raising her eyes from the epistle
she had been absorbed in for the last iifteen minutes
"Just listen to it mamma 1"
And sbe read as follows:
"My Df.ar Nikck.—Unless your mother is greatly changed siuce
1 knew her, it
will not be necessary (or me to introduce
as
uncle
Robert.
Her heart
myself
your
was always too loving to allow her to forget
any one belonging to her—eveu her wandering brother.
"1 hope you are like her I have a fancy
that you are—perhaps because you bear
her name. If I am right, I know that my
request Is granted before I make it—for 1
am going to ask a favor of you.
"1 am tired of leadiug a lonely bachelor's lite—boarding among strangers, with
no one to care for me.
1 have bought a
house, furnished it well, and want you to
come and be my housekeeper,
and my
adopted daughter. You shall have everythat
love
or
wealth
can
thing
my
my
give
to make you happy; and if you are not
contented, you shall reluru home next
a

anv

Blacksmith W ork of all Kinds
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Ellsworth.
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A Perfect Set of Teeth for $20!

GEO. P. CLARK &

for some years before that; and I Jo not
sorted, If | may judge by all I hear, ami I
think he ever visited me after your hlrth.
atn glad you are
going to him.’
We have heard from him very seldom, a«
The next few days seemed
actually to
l you know, but Ibal letter
soundsju-t like fly away, so quickly did they bring the one
I the Robert of old times. He cannot have fixed for Kate's
departure, but much had
| changed much. Poor fellow ! how lonely bean accomplished during that short time.
Cireat was the surprise and delight of
| he must be!"
These words, and the sigh that accom- ! tlie
tatudy when the new Winter suits eaiue
panied them, told Kate that her mother's home all
complete, and many were the
consent would not he hard to
hut
little
household comforts which Kate argain;
j
she only said, “1 think I should like to
lor
ranged
her mother,
go.
It will he a good chance for me to see a
'\uu need not thank me,' she said, as
j
little of the world."
tiicy tried to express their gratitude. •!
“Certainly, you had better go," respond- have only done that which Uncle llobert
ed her lather, rising as he spoke. "1 will
wished."
tlnil what arrangements your uncle has
•Ilut we should ul least he tliaukful that
mail'- tor you. and let you know at
our
Kate had it in her heart to
dinner;
carry out
and we can settle what to do aoout a suit- what she believed
Ids wishes.' said Mrs.
able escort."
on
so
Dudley, going
very quietly with her
“Papa finds It very easy to give me task of packing her daughter's
trunk that
away." said Kate, with a taint laugh, as Kate, w ho felt a suspicious choking in her
Mr. Dudley closed the door behind him.
throat, dated not steal a glance at her,
"Hut then, twenty thousand dollars is
having 'made up her mind not to spoil
somewhat of an inducement.
everything by crying.'
"Hush, hush, tuy darling! Tour father
The tears would come at parting, howmeans to do what is best for
your happiever. though each spoke «1
"next Siminess." began her mother; but Kate inter- «ier"-as
cheerfully as might he; ami amid
rupted passionately:
smiles and sobs. Mr. Dudley hurried Kate
"" tiy then did he send
away Ralph Sin- into the carriage where Miss Stevens
clair. when he said himself that his
only awaited them, and hade the driver proeeed
to
him
w
as
his
want of money;
objection
at once to tli? station.
and that it lie could show him that he was
•These scenes are worse than useless,'
worth twenty thousand dollars, he should he said
gruffly, Kate raised tier head to rehave his consent at once? He knew that
ply. hut caught a look in her father's face
I ioved Ralph and would gladly have mar- w Inch told her that
his hui ry and gruffness
ried him if lie had uot a cent in the world.
were assumed to save him from
becoming
We could have worked together. It is
a participant in said 'scenes.'
rather "singular." she continued, sarcastiThanks to Miss Steven's kindness. Kate
cally, "that Uncle Robert should offer the regained tier cheerfulness soon after their !
precise sum lor which Ralph w as discard- i journey commenced—a
journey which was
ed.”
performed without accident or delay.
•ilusL. Kate!” said her mother, again. j
The travellers entliusia-tically watched
**I>o not let u> talk of that.
You really | the ever-varying
scenery, and then weary
think you would like to accept your uncle'**
of this, they were bountifully supplied with
invitation?'
bocks, and thus the time passed pleasantly
>ne said it hi wistfully, that Kate
sprang i away.'
np ami n»> by her Mile in a moment.
They had grown well
and
■■forgive me. dear mamma!” she cried, j very loud ol each other. acquainted
The more that
I do not want to leave you. but
you have 1 Kate saw ol Miss Stevens the more she adso many others to take
my place, an 1— ! mired her sweet.ladylike manners and con|
and 1 should like to g«» away from home
stunt eluerliilliess, even while It was evij
lor a while.”
de it that her life had been a sad one. Kate !
|
| underhand dear; and it is best anew
Homing m ner mstorv more than that i
you should,” replied Mrs. Dudley. "So
some years before she
had been recoin- 1
m>w
let us think of wlirtt preparationmended to her mother a- a dress-maker
must be made, tor there is but little tua*who had lately eame to the city, and was
It is alieady December. For how much
much i:i need of employment.
Since that
was \oiir uncle's cheek?”
had always employed her, and their
! they
I have not looked.'* -aid Kate.
Where interest had done much towards
procuring
U it?
O. here,** she continued,
picking it ! her a large and steadily increasing custom.
up from the carpet ami opening it.
1 lie i wenty-tourth of December dawned.
"One thou-aud dollars.”* ahe exclaimed,
■< >»4r la-t
day.Mi-s Stevens!” erie<f Kate.
iu astonishment.
"What could he imagine “We must make ourselves as
presentable
1 should want of that amount, when he
as possible, as 1
suppose Uncle Robert will
particulaiiv says I shall not u**»*d it on rnv meet us at the
depot.”
journey, and not t«* biing much luggage?” 1
•she w.ia. how ever doomed to disappoint"Robert wa** always generous,** observment.
At the termination of their
journey
ed hi- sister, lovingly.
they were met by a grave, elderly man, i
“Ah !" thought Kate. "I know why he who.
himself a« Mr. Norton, i
introducing
sent it.
Dear mamma shall be comfortasaid to Kate, 1 am your uncle's book-keep- i
ble lor once.’’
er. Mi" Dudley, and received a
telegram
1 shall j.i-t buy me a
travelling suit, from him yesterday stating that Ids bustlUaMitua.’* she went on in a business like ness would
him untd this evening,
detain
manner, “and
that wonderful evening 1 and
directiug me to meet and escort you to
di« s*. in which. 1 presume, lTide Robert
hia house,
l'his let.er,” extending one as
me
to
astonish
the
native*. I ll go
expect*
he -poke, “has just arrived lor you."
now and consult Miss Stevens about
it,
This was not tne welcome she ex pee ted.
ami • ngage her to do my sewing at home.
but Kite made the best of it. and with a
*o that
we need not have the fuss of a
polite reply to Mr. Norton, she and Miss
dresiuaker
She has such excellent taste
Stevens prepared to accompany him to her i
I ran leave it all to her. liy the
way.
iiuch**s residence.
mamma, I have a most brilliant id**a!”
A most elegant mansion it
proved, and
“Indeed! and what is It?” asked Mrs.
Kate noted with gratitude the many arDudley, smiling, for she was glad to see
rangements evidently made for her gratifiK ate more like her old animated self than
cation.
she had been since Ralph Sinclair’s disuiis- i
A in ight-looking French girl answered
sal.
Mr Norton's call for “Adele,” and he pre“Why you know uncle says I am to sented her to Kate as her maid.
engage a travelling companion ami house•Miall 1 show you to your ow n apartk«*»-per. Now who could be belter lhau ments, mademoiseiU?” sue asked.with the
Miss Stevens.- she is so good and kind,
“You
ready politeness of her nation.
and so lonely, that there is no one to premust be ires fatigue, and monsieur charged
vent her going.
1*11 go ami ask her this
me that you should »o rest as
to be j«trminute
And Kate was nearly out of (he faUemeiU restored
by evening.”
door when her mother's voice Mopped her.
Kate gladly assented, and Mr. Norton
"Wait a moment, darling! 1 esteem
taking leave, -be and Miss Stevens followMiss Stevens very highly, and should be ed
Adele to the luxurious rooms prepared
pleased to have her your companion ; but for her accommodation.
do not forget that she is a lady in reduced
“Now," said Kate, after removing her (
circumstances, and be careful how you
hat, “the tir.st thing is to read my uncle's
word your request.
Your Uncle Robert
letter ;** and she sank Into an easy chair.
would never sav ‘upper servant'to Miss
“1 feel a- dizzy as possible since 1 left the
Stevens.**
car-, auntie;” for so she had playfully dub“Nor will I, mother dear. Trust me to
bed Miss Stevens.
the
matter
And
Kate
manage
delicately."
“Pard^nne*. m>i. mademoiselle, I shall
was soon ou her
way.
order you some refreshment if you will
She was as good as her word, and made
if you need anything durher request in the prettiest manner imagin- ring graciously
ing my ab^euce.” And Adele left the
inable; but was surprised at the eagerness room.
with which Miss Stevens accepted the
“How does one ring
‘graciously?’*’
proposition.
laughed Kate, as she opened her uncle’s
“I have always wanted to visit Califorletter.
nia,*’ she remarked, apologetically, as >he
Dear Kate,”—It commenced—‘T cansaw that Kate noticed
souiethiug peculiar not tell you how disappointed 1 am not to
in her manner; and then, to avoid further
meet you ou your arrival.
It seemes so
remarks on tin* subject, she plunged at
cold and careless, after your kindness in
ouce into the all-ab>orbing topic of the
to
me.
but
it
is
coming
really unavoidable.
evening dress.
•‘Make yourself entirely at home, rememTo Kate’s delight she consented to go
bering that you are mistress of the whole
shopping with her, and the two sallied
establishment.
forth together.
‘I cannot be at home before half-past
Kate had certainly never spent so much
seven P. M., on the twenty-fourth.at w hich
money in any morning as sbe parted w ith
hour will you please be dressed for the
the next three hours, yet comparatively
evening, and meet me iu the library belittle for herself. Some wondrous white
fore the guests begin to arrive?
fabric—marvellous ali;e for it-' richness
“Adele will give you a box. May I reand lightness—was chosen for the evening
quest that you will adorn yourself for the 1
dress, and a dark elegant travelling suit
with its contents?
selected, and then she set herself to fullil evening
\Hoping to find you rested and contentwhat she believed to be her uncle** wishes
I
ed, remain your affectionate
—in providing her mother and sister’s com*
“Uncle Robert.”
for the Winter.
I fortably
“What can be the contents of the mysteMr. Dudley was by no means a poor
rious box?” said Kate, after reading the
man. but be was very miserly in bis proletter aloud. “I am filled with curiosity
vision for his family, and Kate resolved
to
know. Something that will harmonize
that “for once.” as she expressed it to herself, "mamma and the girls should be with the rest of uiv dre-s. I hope. Posiwell dressed, and that without being wor- tively.I must ring 'graciously," and inquire
—or no, here comes Adele,” she added, as
ried to death w ith sewing and planning.”
her attendant entered, followed by fca waitWith Miss Steven’s assistance, suitable
er bearing a large tray on which was served
purchases were soon made.
“1 think you have everything you need a dainty lunch.
“1 thought mademoiselle would prefer
now, Miss Dudley,” said her companion.
lunch in her private parlor to-day,” ex“Almost everything.” responded Kate.
“I need one more silk dress, however.” plained the girl, “as the house is being arAnd she led the way again to the silk ranged for the fete.*'
*
*Yt»«» ilia iLr vnn ’’ uiuu’i>rt>il kulp **TViil
counter.
inv uncle leave a box lor me, Adele?' she
“Another silk! 1 thought vou had alinquired.
reaiiy bought—
"Certuinfrn ut. inadeMuiteile. It is in
Yes, I have,” laughed Kate, "bought
your hcd-rooui. I will at once bring it.”
several, Du: 1 have afaocy lor that French
And. vanishing into tlie next apartment,
gray we admired so much.” Aud the deAdele speedily brought forth a large llal
sired artic'e was soon added to her other
box. which she deposited on a table beside
purchases.
her young mistress.
•‘Now, Miss Stevens,” continued the
"That will do, thank you. Adele. We
young girl, "with your permission, I will sthall not need
anything more at present."
have all these packages sent immediately
said Kale, who preferjed inspecting its
to your room, aud we cuu go back there
contents witli only Miss Stevens.
and talk them over.”
Adele obediently withdrew, and Kate
This was accordingly done, aud they
eacerly lifted the cover, aud drew forth a
were soon seated in Mias Stevens's cheerricii white lace veil, fastened with a lovely
ful apartment, holding earnest debate over
of pearls, while in a jewel case bethe respective merits of redingotes and spray
neath lay a complete set of the same pure
overskirts
and
demi-trains.
basques,
ornaments.
“Now I think we understand it all.
‘•How lovely!'' was the mutual exclamasaid Kate, rising to depart. "Y'ou have all
tion of both ladies.
all the uecessary measurements, aud will
‘‘But what can it mean?' cried Kale, in
engage the seamstresses you spoke of. and consternation.
“That is only suitable for
hare everything finished as speedily as a bride.
How can I wear it?”
possible. Do not do anything yourself,
“Perhaps they have strauge customs
Miss Stevens, but superintend, or
you
here.” suggested Miss Stevens.
"At all
will be too tiled to enjoy our
journey.”
events, as you see your uncle before the
“But here Is one package
unopened.” company come, you can put it on to please
said Miss Sievens, unrolling it as he
spoke. him; aud if he is willing, take it off afterIt proved to be the gray silk.
wards.
“Ob yes,” said Kate, with momentary
"That will be best." said Kate, with a
embarrassment. Then she said, frankly,
ol relief; and both were now glad to
“Will you please have it made with the sigh
partake ol their lunch, and then to rest for
rest, for you to wear at the Christinas parsome hours.
1

Ijr3

crazy."
"Indeed, ay dear, 1 think he has just
come to his senses,” remarked Mr. Dudley,
coolly. "Tonr brother is a millionaire,
and it is high time he did something for
his

lamily. Twenty thousand will be a
good beginning for Kate; and if she plays
her cards well, no doubt she will be
uncle’s heiress.”

ber

“Pray, mamma," questioned Kate, trying for her mother’s sake, not to show how

much she disliked her father's avaricious
view of the subject, “bow old is my Uncle
Robert?—and did I ever see him?”
“He la not over forty-five, my dear. He
went to California about
lifteen yeais
ago, but I saw but very little of him
%

1

t »r

Miss .Stevens colored, and ler an instant
Kate feared that she had not
suacienlly
heeded her mother's warning; but was reassured by the smile with which her companion looked up, saying. "I thauk you;
you are very thoughtful, aud I accept it
with much pleasure.”
“Well, Kate,” was her father’s salutation. as they met at dinner, "have you
commenced preparations for your jour-

I

ney?”

"Yes sir,” answered Kate; “I have done
the most of my shopping, and engaged to
travelling companion, and I would iikeat
have you telegraph ‘yes’ to Uncle Bob er
this afternoon.”
‘All right,’ was the evidently satisfied

ieply.

'I made inquiries, aud found that a whole
section of a car was engaged for you and
your attendant, and every possible provision made for your comfort. Your uncle
seems to be well known, and much re-

Half-past seven o'clock found them fully
attired for the evening, and in the library,
somewhat nervously awaiting the arrival
o'f Mr. Preston.
Miss Stevens was dressed in Kate's gift,
the gray silk, which exactly suited her
delicate loveliness, lor she was very lovely
even

at

thirty-five.

Kate's bridal-like attire was exceedingly
becoming,aud the tush of expectation was
beautifully softened by the rich lace,which
fell iu soft folds about her.
"Wbat can Uncle Robert have been
thinking of?" she soliloquized,as she paused
in her restless walk before a long mirror.
"That he is very glad to see his little
daughter.” said a kindly voice; aud Kate
turned to And a tall, handsome man standing near her.
“Uncle Robert!" she exclaimed, in astonisbment.as he affectionately kissed her.
"Yes, my dear, your uncle Robert, who
is more delighted than be can express to
see you here.”

Miss Steven* had been sitting in the shad
»nd not wishing to disturb the
newly,
met relatives, had risen
quietly to leavi
the room, when
Kate, recollecting her
turned, sayiag, “Uncle Robert, I must in
trodace you to my dear friend and travel
ling companion. Miss Stevens.”
Mr. l'reston stepped quickly forward,
with kindly welcome on his lips, but witli
one glance at the
slight figure before him,
he exclaimed. "Maliala ! my Mahals! Are
you still alivef And he clasped her, hall
fainting, in his arms.
Kate stood in silent amazement at these
words, but her surprise deepeued when
Miss Stevens, partially
recovering herse.f
sobbed out, “O Robert! Robert!
they told
me you were dead, and I came to
California to search for your grave.”
“Uid you?” thought Kate. “I fancied
you came as my companion and housekeeper. I see now why you were so eager
for the trip.”
In the meantime, the lovers thus wonderfully restored to each other, were pouring
forth tlieir mutual stories.from which Kate
gathered that before her uncle's departure
for California they hud met and loved, but
Mi«s Stevens's father refused consent until
Robert's business prospects were brighter,
lie accordingly went to California, as thousands have done, to seek his
fortune, and
from the first was very successful.
He
had been absent about two
years, ami was
thinking of returning to claim his bride,
when he received a letter Irom a
young
man who had been
quite intimate with hiui,
ami who now announced with
many expressions of sympathy and regret, tile
death of Mahals Stevens.
Robert I’reston wrote repeatedly to various acquaintances for particulars, but obtained ms auswer.
With tnis change in nil
his plans, he no longer wished to return
home.and had almost entirely ceased from
communication
any
with his
Eastern
friend*.
alalia, in the meanwhile, had wondered at not hearing from her lover, hut for a
time was too much occupied by the sudden illness and death of her parents to feel
man

who

had

announced

her
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Skating.

Tkinity Chimes.—'Trinity chimes are,
Was there ever so delicious a pastime?
next to those of Christ Church.
perhaps,
It ts the very coronation of sports. How
Philadelphia, tlie oldest in this country.
easily the body of the skilled skater swings But strange to say, almost nothing is
along. How gracefully his form sways to known of their history. From Mr. Aylifle.
the curve he cuts. How suavely the
phys- the accomplished carillonueur, who lias
ique yields to the deft movement.
No rung the changes on them lor nearly twenthought; no care. The foot armed with ty years,cau tell but little about them. The
its blade of steel, lifts and
places itself church wardens and rector of Trinity parwith the careless and easy perfection of ish confess to almost total
ignorance on
habit.
The ankle knows no treuiqr, the tlie
subjeet. From various sources, added
back no convulsive start; there is no to the
inscription ou the bells, I have
catching of the balance, no nervousness of learned that live of the bells were cast in
action; but perfectly poised, the skater London by Mears, prior to 1845. As the
sails on as easily as the lazily moving falTrinity church was built with a handsome
con when he comes blown across the
steeple in 1788, it is more than probable
meadow level, by the pressure of a rising that at least one of the
bells cams over
breeze.
from England about that time. At any
But the skater like any other artist has rate,
when, in 1845, the churcli edifice was
his moods. The motion that we have beeu taken dowir to
make way for the present
admiring, because of the graceful indol- beautiful structure, there were six old
»nc« of it.
suddenly changes. Look! see bells in the steeple. The largest of these
how lie flies. He darts; he
shoots; he was cracked, and so it was sent to Meueeflashes over the Ice. Howyhe
plates ring! ly, in Troy, to be recast, and at the same
How the white foam spurts as the
edged time four more were ordered to complete
steel cleaves its swilt liue along the
green the chime. The lurgest tqeU weighs 3081
surface! How Hie pond resounds to the
pounds, the smallest 700. Tbo ten bells
shock of the rapid strokes until the fro-ty have an
aggregate weight of about 15.000
shore echoes to it I See him vault into the
pounds. They are hung in a frame-work
air. Is he winged? Can he fly ?—Did the of wood so
heavy as to deaden the sound
gust lift him upward and whirl him about to a great
extent; and the vestry are now
like a leaf? See him come! Can a
body ieliberating as to the necessity of having
ot flesh and blood
fly like that? Or is he a them remounted and rehung. As they are
spirit blown by tiie energy of invisible (omewhat out of tune,
owing to the conwinds? Cau a bar of steel lashed to the itant
striking of the clappers in one place,
foot, make a man like an eagle? Stopped' t will be found
necessary, likewise, to reHow did he stop? Why, a bird cannot pair the
parts worn away, if that be possistop without a curve or an upw'ard swoop ble.
Tlie bell-cliauiber is not, as many
to its flight; but he, that skater
there. In
‘oppose, near the top of the steeple.
It is
the midst of bis career, when an arrow •ather nearer
the bottom. The bells hang
could not cafeb him, lifted bis loot, struck
.ery near the rough floor, and all the msthe ice one blow ami stood !
•liinery for ringing is rude and primitive
Another mode ■■ Behold him sweep the
•ompared with that ot Grace or St.
circumference of the huge circle from I'homas s Church.—Emily V.
Battky, in
shore to shore. Even as the
eagle begins larper s Magazine for January.
lo soar, drawing a circle whose diameter
is full a thousand feet and on this builds
Disagreeable Habits—Nearly all the
his aerial spiral, narrowing his circle as lie
iiauus
which
rises, until above the passing cloud he
people taKe up
makes tiie apex of the mighty cone, and 1 orne at first from mere accident or want
1 d
stands hovering: so this skater as he
thought. They might easily be dropped,
>ut they are persisted in until
swings lazily around, draws in tiie lines of
they become
ecornl
nature.
his mnveui.
Stop and think before you
nr..until lifted upon the toe of
illow yourself to form them.
ids skate, lie stands at tiie centre of ills
1‘irrllN l.illllitlT
Ah
mn'lld.nsn
There are disagreeable habits of body,
ike scowling,
skates?—The Golden Itui*
winking.twisting the moutii.
•ding the naiN, continually picking at

death to

Hubert (quieting his conscience, perhaps,
by the reflection that her mother's name
w as Malalia Stevens,
brought her a letter
purporting to lie trurn an acquaintance of
Mr. Prcstou, telling ot his death, and giving >uch full details that the poor girl

.....

__

oiuelhiag, twirling

key
An
fumbling
Amkhkan Nkkh—to T,kahx to
( haiu,
drumming with the fingers, screwcould not doubt the trutli otttie statement. firKAK.—In -pit** of' all which satirical
|
t ug and
twisting a chair, or whatever you
Of course the letter was a has,, fabricawriters have said and say of the
loquacious | *y y°ur hands on. Do not do
any o! these
tion. and equally, of course, the
egotism. tl»#* questioning curiosity of our t
young
Learn to sit quietly like a—gentlehings.
uian
it m true, to-day. that the
he,... a--.-taut |M>stmaster, had
average , iiun I was
sup- p*'«»pi...
to i*ay, hut I
am
afraid
going
American is a reticent, taciturn, ‘speechpressed ail letters on either side.
vcn girls fall into such tricks sometimes,
"Hut what could have been Clark's mo- le-> creatine, who. lor his own sake, ami
’here are much worse habits than these to
-till more for the
tive?'' demanded Mr. Preston. "He bad
sake.ol all who love him. ^ e sure; but we are speaking
only of those
needs more than he needs anything else
always been friendly.”
j it tie things that are
only annoying when
•'ll.- persecuted me so much with Ids atunder heaven, to learn to -peak.
Look at t
ar«*
in.
hey
persisted
tentions, alter telling me ot your death, our silent railway and hor-e car-, steamThere are habits of speech, also, such as
that I finally moved to the
city to avoid' boat-cabin v hotel-tables. m short, all our j eginning every speech with
‘you see.’ or
him." answered Mi«s Stevens. "So I
where people are thrown topro- public places
pm know, ‘non.’ I don’t care,’
tell y«
sume
lie intended to separate us. and gether incidentally. and where good will
^ •'hat.* ‘tell ye
Indistinct
now;*
utterance,
and the habit ot -peaking, combined,
marry me liimselt."
harp nasal tones; avoid them all. Stop
"And did you not wonder at the similwould create an atmosphere of human viml think what you are going to sav. and
arity Of the name when you heard of uie as talitv, quite unlike what we see now. But j lien let
every word drop from your
Kate's uncle?"
it is in our homes that this .-peechlessness
lips
jst as perfect as a new silver coin.
Have
"It so happened that I have
hoard tells most fearfully,—on the breakfast and \ care about
only
of
your
and
standway
sitting
of you as uncle, or Uncle Hubert, and did dinner and tea-tables, at which a silent
ig and walking.
Before you know it you
not know any other name for
father and mother -it down in haste and
you."
rill And that )uur habits have hardened
"i am exceedingly sorry to
to feed their depressed children,
interrupt gloom,
j uto a eoat of mail that
you cannot get rid
llu- is e.-pecially true of men and women
you. my dear uncle and auntie," Kate no
•f without a terrible effort.
in
the
rural
di-tricts. They are tired; they
interposed, with a saucy emphasis on the
have more work to do in a year than it ilast word ; "but it is growing
very iate,
and you do not look quite in
Which is Which?*—‘Ah, Pat,’ said a
ea-y to do. Their lives are monotonous.—
company
too much so for the best health of either
trim."
ehool-mistress to a chuckle-beaded ur"X beg your pardon. Kate!" exclaimed
mind or body. If they dreumed how much « hiu, into whose
muddy brain .-he was atMr. Preston.
did not intend P> neg- this monotony could be broken and cheer- \ empting to beat the alphabet.
“I am
ed
lect you, but you see—"
by the constant habit of talking with ifraid you will never learn anything. Now
each otlu-r they would grasp at the slight- vhat is that letter, eh?’
"\ es, 1 see it all.'’ laughed Kate, "and
am
most thanktul. even
‘Sure dou't you know, ma’am?” replied
if I do lose my est clmneeot a conversation. Theeleiueuts
position as bead of this establishment," ot human lile are the same forever; any Patrick.
oae heart holds in itself the
with an arch glance at Miss Steveus.
*1 thought you would have recollected
whole, can
"I'll tind you a position
quite as much to give all things to another, can b£ar| all hat much, because it lias a dot over the
your mind, if l atu not mistaken." rejoined things for another; but no giving, no bearop of it/
her uncle. “Come. now. and see
lug, no. not even if it is the giving up of a
‘Och, ma’am. I mind it well, but sure I
my
it
life,
it
is
done
Christmas-tree before I escape to my room
without free. lull, loving
bought it was a lly spec.’
for live minutes."
of
is
half
the
interchange speech,
‘Well, now’, reutember. Put, it’s T’
blessing
"liut first, uncle." said Kate,
‘You ma'am?’
laying a it might be. Many a wife goes down to
detaining bund upon him as be moved to- her Jgravc a dulled ami dispirited vvmiiun j ‘No, no; not U. but I.’
wards the door, "please tell me
‘Not I. but I
ma’am.
How’s that?’
why you simply because her good and faithful buswish me to wear this veil ? At home it baud ha* lived by her side without talking I
‘Not U. but I, blockhead/
toher! There have been days when one
would only be considered suitable for a
‘Oh! yes; faith, now I have it, ma’am,
word of praise, or one word even of simple 1 k'ou mean to sav that
bride."
you, not I, am a
I" assure you that here it will be consid- good cheer, would have girded her up with 1 doekhead/
new
ered very suitable and very becoming to
•Fool! fool!* exclaimed the pedagogue,
strength. .She did not know, very j
tlmost bursting with rage.
you," replied her uncle. "l saw a lady likely, what she needed, or that she
ed
but she drooped. Many a
wear
a similar one at the last
•Ji<t as you plaze,’ repPed Pat. ‘Fool or
party I at- childanything,
tended. By tlie (by, 1 ordered flowers
grow- up a hard, unimpressionable,
)lockhead, it’s no matter to me which ye
1
lor your use. and imagine tber are in
unloving man or woman simply from the ire, so long as ye are free to own it.’
your
uncheered silence in which the lirst ten
room by this time.”
of life were passed. Very tew lath"Orange blossoms,
doubtless,” said years
A Litti.e Girl’s Appeal to the Presers and mothers, even those who are fluent
Kate, gayly.
ident.— A little
was engaged, with
\ es, orange blossoms," ceoliy replied
perhaps in society, habitually talk with ithers, in raising girl
money by small contritier uncle. "But hurry now; we will dis- their children.—[H. II. in Golden Kule.
butions to liqudatu the debt ot one of the
pute about the veil ami flowers to-morsmall churches near Trenton, N J., and a
row."
Mrs. Van Cott\s Misfortune.—The prize was to he
given to the girl that rais>o saying be led the
Santa Barbara Index tells a story about 'd the
way through the
largest amount. She succeeded
long suite of brilliantly lighted parlors, Mrs. Maggie Van Con’s talk with a Meth- a ell. but learned that one little
girl had
at the extreme end of 'which was a recess
odist bishop in San Francisco about her rai-ed a trifle more than she
had, and, attformed by a deep bay-window.
for
In this
ordination; Says Mrs. Van j -*r all. she was likely to lose the
request
prize. In
stood an immense Christmas-tree iadeu
Cott
Luring tlie last year, through my :hinkmg over the matter the idea occurred
with costly girts.
labors. 1 have brought 1,735
person- ;o her to write to General Grant to help
I believe there is something for each of into the church
Have I
not shown
tier out. The Trenton Gazette says that
our expected guests." said Mr.
Preston, a- my capacity to fill the position?” “Certain- die di»l so. and, to her great joy, the PresKate expressed her wonder at the
ly,” says the bishop, “you have.” Says ident answered the letter and inclosed the
pro
tusion ot articles; "and your gift I will
Mrs. Van Cott: “in order to accomplish mm of $5. and
gave her. besides, someexpresent now." lie added, detaching a fold- the-e conversions. I have traveled 7.20^ ivllent advice. The child was as much
ed paper from the tree. “This Is the miles. Have I not shown my
i»!ea-ed in receiving a letter from General
capacity
check which 1 promised on the day ol
bear fatigue and exposure,arid to tenon
Grant as she was to get the $5. The letter
your arrival; but you must take it with
temporal comforts in laboring for the faith ? became an object of great curiosity. Evan encumbrance—not an unwelcome
“Yes.” says the Bishop, “you have.' says
onu,
erybody wanted to see it. One gentleman
I trust." And us he spoke he drew aside
Mrs. Van Cott; “In the prosecution of my gave So for it, and then
charged a quarter
the heavy curtains ot the bay-window, and ! ministerial work 1 have written in one
year of a dollar to see it.
In this way some fifdisclosed to Kate’s astonished gar- the : OoO letters, and I have attended &2S relig
teen or twenty dollars were realized, all of
form of Halpli .Sinclair!
ious meetings; and I have preached 3b!) which was
paid to the Hamilton Avenue
"1 Ills is my Christmas gilt." said Uncle sermons. Could more be asked? What Church, for w
hich the little girl w as soHubert, alter lie had allowed a judicious man of you all has done more than this?” liciting
subscriptions. The letter was read
time for iovei's raptures- "1'his poor fel“None.’’ says the Bishop, “none.” Says in the church on
Sunday, and excited no
low came to me when he first reached San
Mrs. Van Cott; “I have spent 1.776 hours little
curiosity.
Francisco,
He in religious meetings during one year. Has
seeking
employment.
1
gradually became acquainted, and when I any minister in the land exhibited a greatfViiiml
hi* knpw
fitiu.r’j
fa.wii.,
I er zeal and a more devoted steadfastness
'There is at least oue place in this country
80on
learned tils whole story. I would | in the faith?” “None,” says the Bishop, where the minds of the community are too
not have auotiier life wrecked' as mine hail
none.
1 ou nave travelled
and written, well poised to be toppled into heathenish
been, so I formed a little plot to get you and prayed and preached; and 1,733 per, grief by the loss of good men. The followHere, ami settle tilings In my own way. sons received through Jyour ininistrulons- ing resolutions upon the death of an honNow, Miss Kate," be concluded, "if you into the church, bear living and joyful tea- * ored citizen of Pennlngtonville, Penn.,
have any objections to bridal veils and or- timony to your power in converting sinners were drawn up by the lfov. William W.
ange blossoms, state them at once, for the to Christ and saving souls from damnation Grimes and ordered to be printed in The
clergyman will be here in half an hour."
—but—but—but—bat—you are—” The Village Record of West Chester. We have
"Clergyman r cried Kate, as if about bishop paused. “Speak ! speak !" said Mrs. never seen regret tor the departed more
to remonstrate against such hurried
Van Colt. “Say what I am that should beautifully combined with ireedom of
proceedings; blither lover's pleading look keep me from doing the work of my God grammar and accuracy of statement:
silenced her for a moment.
Presently, and Savior !" said the bishop : “You—you—
Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God, iu
however, she exclaimed, "I will never Mrs. Van Cott, are a—you are—” “Oh. go
ut'aui
lUMucucc, iu inuuur u>
consent to such |a plan
unless we may on." "aid Mrs. Van Cott. “L»o not hesitate from our midst Brother Lewis A. Clarkson, a
have a double wed.ii ig! Then I shall
to Leil uie what is
the terrible tiling you trustee, a steward and Superintendent of Zion
feel that I am not the only one who lias
would name. Goon. What terrible crime A. M. E. Church aud Sunday School, in the
received valuable Chr.stmas gills.”
huv.e> imitted that should disqualify me 45th year of his age. On Sunday afternoon,
“I am eutirely convinced of ilu"
,r>ofk? Speak—name it—and May 9th, IsTo, after he had closed the school
»'
Aitth )
withdraw my appliea- and started for home, John Miller ran out of
ready," answered Uncle KoLu, of shlp
his house with
gun in his
taking Miss Stevens's hand, bth’s.
V ty/je lifishop; “I will uot ordain hand, crossed thea double barreled
and when Broth"We have waited loug. Mahafsle young
“VVhat
I?*’ 'aid er Clarkson was graveyard,
Not Liabout 50 yards from the
from
not he as Kate proposes?"
with it. Speak like a Church he (Miller) shot Clarkson in the legs
"The guests are coming!" cried KatiT; LT ¥
my crime!" “Oh." said the from the effects of which he fell to sleep in
a
loud peal was heard at the door-bell.
deed oi # tsnop, “It s no crime;—no crime Christ, May 12, about half past .nine o’clock.
"She consents, uncle; I can aee it in her
1 nOpK. gu Mr*. Van Cotl, but only a terri- And, in whose demise we greatly deplore, but
ble misfortune.” -Oh! name my misfor- submit to the disposition of Providence, who
eyes. But you must not stop to look at
doeth all thiugs well.
them." And she drew Miss Stevens
“If it is
away 1 tuue then," said Mrs. Van Cott.
It is not so elegant as Lycidas nor so
to her own rooms, whence, half an hour ! one that debars ine from ordination
to do
later issued two of the loveliest brides that tlie work of my heavenly Master, then, in- sublime as Adonais. but we’doubt if either
San Francisco had ever seen; and we
deed. It is a terrible misfortune; but 1 will Milton or Shelley could have used that
have yet to learn that Mrs. Sinclair,
hear it. and, through Christ’s help, I will opening “Whereas” or that closing “Ami”
tiiough still a member of bis family, has bear it. “I will not ordain you," said the with calmer independence or more bewilever felt
the slightest jealousy of her un- bishop.
“You are—you are—God give me dering Effect.
cle’s housekeeper.
You are—a—woj strength to speak it!
mail."
•'Way down South,” when a cub. our
paper was printed on a Raiuage by an old
"Of all the loye affairs
Typographical.—Some typograhical darkey pressman named ‘-Sam.” The
in the world,
errors are funny.
In a New York paper forms were always placed on the press ami
none can surpass the true love of the hi
g
eared the words “This Port made ready for him; and so, with a wellrecently
boy for his mother. It is a pure love and Said is” app
trained negro roller-boy the working-off of
were rendered “This,” Pat said,
uoble. honorable in the highest degree to “is” and “Put out the flag” appeared as the paper progressed satisfactorily. But it
both.
I do not mean merely a dutiful af
“Pat cut the hog.” Wlteu B. F. Taylor's happened one day that Sam, who could
not read, was thrown entirely on his own
on Bums’ Centennial was
fection. I mean a love which makes a
telegraphboy poem
He put the form to press and
ed from Chicago a few years ago the first resources.
and
to
courteous
his
gallant
mother, saying ; line, "Heart of lead! cau this be
pulled a sheet; looked at it intently; turndying?"
to everybody plainly that lie is
iairly in appeared in the papers coupled with the op ed it lound and turned it over; something
Next to the love of a hus- erator’s warning, “Robert Burns is pass- was tin* matter; he looked again, felt the
jove with her.
held the sheet up to the light, and
band, nothing so crowns a woman’s life ing by heart of lead cau ibis be dyiug?” tympan. over his
Horace Greeley wrote at the head ot an looking
spectacles at the grinning
with honor as this second love, this devo
editorial “William H. Seward,” and
it roller hoy, exclaimed. “Look heah,
boy
for
tion of her son to her. And I never yet
don’t
’stribit yer RollahT The
why
yer
came out "Richard the Third!”
A New
knew a boy ‘turn out’ bad who began by
ilaveu editor wrote “Is there balm in Gil- form was bottom up!
failing in love with his mother. Any mail ead?” and was surprised at table next
■ay fall in love with a fresh-faced girl,
The erupiious of Mount Vesuvius, which
morning to read. “Is there a barn in Guiland the man who is gallant With the girl
lord?”
The sentence “Americans are gen- is again active, amounted according to the
may crnelly neglect the worn and weary
erous and forgiving” was recently tians- historians, to nineteen from the first to the
wife. But the boy who is a lover to his
formed into 'Americans are Germans and
seventeenth century, when twenty-three
mother, in her middle age, is a true kniglrt
foreigners!” A recent lecturer in Detroit were recoided. In the eighteen century
who will love his wife as much in .he sen
wished to announce his subject as ‘The twenty-three took place, aud in the presleaved antumu as he did in the daisiet
Friend ol Society.’ it appeared in print as ent century there have been twenty-five, or
spring time.
‘The Fiend of Sobriety.’
one every three years.
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Mr. Hale of Maine on Monday presented
the National House with a direct Issue on
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B ..a Ellsworth, Me., b*
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tl.e currency

in the form of

question,

specie resumption

stand committed to

a

depreparties

resolution declaring the evils of a
ciated currency; that both political

and

“that prompt measure* should be taken by
such legislation a- is needed to lender effective tlie policy ol resumption of specie

»

payment by placing in the ham's of the
Secretary of the Treasury all necessary
to the end
powers to eairy out said object,

"USS^A", rSSi"AST 17,1876.

Republican \allonal (omenlii.n
ComWashington, January 13. The Republican
Cincinnati, June 14th, for

that sound and stable currency mav be
provided for the people
At once the democrats sprang to the
floor to secure delay aud reference, but

mt’teehave appointed
the National Convention.
The Call.

D, C.» January 13, 1S76
Union Republican National Convention,
and
e nomination of candidates for President
l'resident of the Unite.! Mato, wili t** field in
,if Cincinnati, on Wednesday. June 14lh,
dele
,»t l.’ o'clock, noon, and will consist of
of its
.it.•« from each state tsjual to the number
of
dors s*nd Representative* in « ongreM and
from each organized Territory and
v
Washington.

Mr. Hale insisted on a motion to suspend
the rules and adopt Ihe resolution, remarkthat he wanted “to see whether cau-

he next

ing
cusing has done

our

friends

on

the

other

aide ot the House any good." Motion to
l»i strict of Columbia.
I
dcic
of
suspend the rules and adopt the resolution
the
election
far
convention
tig tiie
several Mat*-- are was
the commute*- ot tiie
L
lost, yeas 30; nays 137. Tl.e vote w as
mended to in\ ite all republican electors and
...,,
al
nearly a party one, although there
voters, without regard to past polite
pretty
who are <*p
V, i. :.
previous party affiliation,and
were some deviations from that rule. Thus
to
desire
issues,
t** reviving sectional
:
>ie frteudlv feeling* and permanent harmony
it appears that the democrats are not so
and ent«»n.!
mgfi wt the country by maintaining
very exceedingly anxious on this question
U.e constitutional' right*, of every citizen,
delegates

«•

...

~

ot the right of
h. ;;ng the YUll and free exercise
without fraud,
iln.'i' without in tin :i«la lion and
and
w in* are in favor of continued pro-e*'Uti>'n
of all official dishonesty and an

first appear. The trouble seems
to be that the democratic party in Congress is ‘alf an'-'alt —one half is for specie
as

punishment
administration of the government by
uthful and eapable officers w ho are in laa*
ak.ng such reforms m tin- government

an :

:tuUon an*: i.tw-.

I

w no an* in i.

at

*ml the other half for rags, ami tHe half
that wants specie don’t want it badly
enough to make a point blank issue w ith

_.

who
may from time to time suggest,
1 to" impairing the credit of the nation
h nr. :.r.ing any of it* obligations, and in ffivor
and
-w-tatning in everv wav the national faith
im'„ i.* honor, who hold’ that tiie common soh.wl
and
of
American
hborly.
-■^u iu l- the nursery
Li_
;>' ! be maintained absolutely free from
>4
tinfor
that
Ixdieve
promotion
who
control.
n.
should
...on is tiie dins turn of the government
t-- tinto l>e confided to those who adhere
;.u
,i 1:7'um> >rt tiiem as incorporated :n

might

wing.—[Lewiston

the rag-monev

f

«•

Ol’GHT NOT to l*sss.—in the legislative
proceedings we notice an attempt to get
through a resolve giving Lakeville plantation 87»o0 to make good, money lost by the

ami strongUieiung Uu? fumiaim*nUii
: national unity in this ceutenniaJ annj- i
■Tim-ii
plantation. It
the birth <>f the republic.
r-arv
has no legal,
l».
MOKtiAN. * haliman.
V
f
vs M
t HAMiLLH. s*h*« reurv.
on the State,
Ur I uMiran National Cumniitae.
states that it is
Washington. January I".
..

Journal.

■

is admitted that Lakeville
nor moral claim

equitable,

1?T'-_

for
a

expressly
charity. Such

resolve

the

matter

of

resolve ought not to pass, its pa«-age
an outrage on the tax payers.—
The Legislature has no right to give away
the people's money in private charity. If
a

Editorial Correspondence.

would be

tCo utinucd.)
ArursTA.

Feb. 12.1*79.
in one

hi. -t in front et tlie Speaker,
tbe best -eat- in tlie llou-c, is White,
l'.iu k*iK>rl, who i- also one of the best

A
:

lie looks fresh,
ions, not over forty, and without
He is a
or
-n wrinkles
gray hairs.
r, always making sensible talk.
Next to the right of tlie Speaker's
iii. appears tlie gray hairs and plea—
it.

■■

\

in itic House,

is

of Sargent, of Sedgwick. He i«
of considerable personal
gully. He is tall, erect, always well
s., j. and eveu elegantly.
He wears
which itit-ii'a-c
: l,,,wed spectacles,
o dignity ofhis appearance. His mane

....

genie.n«n

g

are very pleasing, and.besides he i«
ot tiie solid men here.
Further sti.l to tlie right is Heed, ot

t

,c

ctin-nt,evidently a “master Mariner.''
Hi i- about forty years old, bronzed
mploxtion, but with an liouest, kindly
look in his -ace. Tliis being bis first
Winter here, be is very modest, but lie
understands his duty, and does it. 11c
i- a Democrat, but don t seem to mind
Ti

<

it much.
Near Herd, is seen tlie plump tortn ui
II ..-kdi, of Deer Me, w ho looks comnot easily worried,
lit is
Democrat, but 1 doubt it lie
cares much about party anyway.
He
si mis
independent. He is about fifty
: s old. wears side Whiskers, decs his
in in it tee woik
faithfully, voles intellitiy and keeps bis conscience clear.
On the extreme right, close dow n to
tic
front, sits “Mad" Ulaisdcli, ol
Franklin.
He is Mad" by name only.

tabic, and

;

initially

a

■

1

ptly

of the

their constituents.—

pockets of

Ro&ion

but with his -month round face

lie

young man with tlie ladies.
tlie same active, stirring man hero,
for

ii>

a

In- i-

on

landings, and in

tbe

is of Franklin.
c-t

iii

He

Legislation,

takes

a

CONVICTION

Pl'LPlT—BRIEF

aud i- in iiis seat

L

•

A- lianccck never asks money

nest.

load-,

■i

entity
i

.vc m

t

*

■

bridges,

no.

it-

ol

anv

time to

hospitals,

nor

|

,n

kind, her members
devote to tlie good ol

.'t

Grain. W

DAILY

still

CHVKCURS—PARK M.

1. .'-deli, board at the

Conviction of piper.

“Guilty of murder in the first degree.’*
!
wa> the verdict rendered
by the jury last
;
iu
the
'V.
case
of
Thomas
Thursday
Piper
*or the murder of Mattel II. V oung. The
feel relieved that the perpetrator of so horrible
a crime is to be brought to justice,
but a

1

possibility he may
even now, be innocent of the charge made
again** him.but this i* not in the least prob-

only

few

a

daily paj>er». Only a
days before this rogue took his flight, and I
seven

lia-ine-« begins to hum now. Dutton, threw ail Boston into a state of
wonder and
ol Lewiston, i- Chairman of tlie Com.
onsternation, Wendell Phillips entered the
mittcc on tlie business ol the House, and “News'* office and asked for Mr. Winslow, hut
be holds tbe llou-e right up to its work, on being told he was absent,- said he had no
business with him, but thought he
lie brings here tbe same bu-iue»s ideas particular
1

M

l*

)

-i\'P m

llllil

<di

CMi-i-nt.liil

nun

would call, as he had a great desire “to see the
who could run successfully, a Republican
and a Democratic paper; a teruj>eraoce and a
man

chant at home.

He i-

a

quiet appearing

-Ul Ionian, but be “can do things,' and
il.) them well. It members complain that

rum paper, also a religious
that makes no pretension* to

their bills

same

-into,
\\

are

he tells

dispose.1,
them

of, i-i their ab.

not to

absent,

bo

hich is good advice.
This is

see

atalkiug House,

il lor I believe

bring-

out

I am

in deba'e.

the cat that was

glad

irr<>irii!Hntii*a ttill

<>nntinu<> tI.i.

so de-

and

keeps

up the role of

however,

v

cry

mu*

independent, playing

h alone.

principle tbeuie of conversatiou, sod yet, it
scarcely half of his rascalities
in print. Mauy of uur best bui- 1
iuess men have lost heavily, so heavily in fact,
j pertinacious seekers.
that were it known, it would seriously impair
their credit, so they bear the losses silently.
Letter from California.
There is now some hope ^iat Hr. *
may be brought to justice within a she slice o/
Kavakko, Jan. 24.
the

; is stated that
to have
appeared

It often j

lying
Many

Journal and one
piety, all at the I

time.’’

Wirt*littK*«

Whitehou*e

game to

a

bon se*.

as

It is a hard
play, though alone. Were parties
ab^H equally divided in the House so that the
vote of one man could determine questions,
the player might get term* from one side or the
other, but at it i*, he cannot hrlp Hie republicau-. and the democrats are so strong they
d n't n«-ed him. It i» probable therefore, that
Bauk* is agitating the conuudrum which once
troubled the mind of old Hauiel Webster, and
wid ere long a*k “Where am 1 t# goT’
It would not be a w id** guess to aiy that
$un*el Cox i* a di-ap{»ointcd man. He ha*
been so loug in Congress, and a leader In the
pa*t of the minority, that he uaturally »upj*o*ed himself entitled to either the Speaker*hip or
a
position as Chairman of one of the two
bailing committee-, but he got neither. He
ha* * udeavored. however, to make up the loss
by prominence iu debate, and by attacking
Blame. The old farmer who decided who had
the worst in the debate—by noting which first
lost his temper—would have to give the case
again-t Mr. Cox who carried his temper to
that degree that he called Blaine a “hyena,"
and Hale, “Blaines* little pup." This last expression. hawever, he subsequently disavowed,
and affirms that he said “hub" but not many
accept that theory, though all admit tha the
dapjer Sunset rather Oubbltd over.
Whether Blaiue ha* made cardial or not is a
matter of debate, though all agree that he has
gained a sure position as the minority leader,
and has a more commanding luflut nee than
any man has exercised siuce the death of old
Thad. Stevens. The man most missed in politics, i* Henry Wilson, who had a way of scenting the popular current and drift, and bringing
Up the stragglers, that was marvellous. 11/
his death Weudelll Phillip* ha* within reach
another illustration for his lecture oil the “lost
arts,*’ for no man remains that *bow* sign of
I>osse»Mng Wilson’s peculiar faculty.
Tuat Conkiing and Bristow have hail a passage of words of an unparliamentary nature
cannot be doubted, for the Secretaiy's door
opened just a* the Senator was say ing the benediction, and several persou* heard it. It gave
the Secretary to under*tand that hereafter the
light of the Senatorial countenance is not destined to pervade that particular apartment
where Bristow «mokes his fragrant cigar, and
dispense* Treasury favors to the humble aud
It.

idle, Tildcn,
Augusta House.
ciitral locus of the political circles, able. for the matter has been sifted in
l liey arc not very lestive, except per- tno*t
masterly manner and ha* made al!
most if not quite as deep an impression
i.ap- White, who is tlie society ma
t ,e delegation. Ssancho Pedro, genet,
opon the public as though some of the eviin Hinckley's room, is tlie standard dis- dence had been given by eye-witness.es of
pation. Col. I’orier, who occui>ies tlie the Drribledeed No one seems to doubt
x’ room, says he i- lulled to sleep
by his guilt and the general opinion prevail*
tne gentle voices of the bidders for tlie that he is also the murderer of Bridget
Landergan and Kate Leehan. The Warren
n timp.
Young and Tolmaii, have rooms at Aveuue church of which he was sexton are
"l.e Mansion House, where they are hos- well satisfied with the result of the trial.
THE BOSTON DAILY* NEWS
pitable to all callers Young has a fine
l.nge double room, and it is the bead is no mure. It breathed its last in a very
ipjar'ei- of the Democracy. 5-argent few days a£er its lamented manager. Rev.
and wile have good room- at the Central E. L>. Winslow sailed with his family for RotHouse.
The rest hoard at private terdam or elsewhere, so Boston is reduced
once more to
Hinckley,

and

the time such

hillenden ot New York, while Prof. Seele. of
Mss*., find* the democratic atmosphere distasteful and uncongenial, lien. Banks, on the
other band. is more at home with them, having
been reared iu the democratic party, yet he

NOTES.

and claim that there i»

a little
murely under the meal.
!
bill has looked all right on its face,
until an attack upon it ievealed its true
beautiful cHcbtsons.
WE GUAH— Perhaps an ilera from
titter ii
meaning. A measure that passes withThe new churches that have been erfiuautity
<iunty, stating the number of
a*-„a-.
often
be
out denale,
bad,
may
very
Boston during the last few years are Jgue aud
aud their capacity fur cutting lumr-<
when a few words of debate would
cent structures, aad co-t rnormoug
ber. might be of interest to your readers,
two
have killed ft. Had measures may pass
! ..uM i.lle
thna. vh. k.v. v.lpL-uiI
I,.,.
money. Nothing has lieen spared to
after debate perhaps, but then it is be- them all that the eye can desire. The frescoeand to those that contemplate coming
ause the Uouss wants a bad measure. ing is elaborate, the stained glass windows are
her*; it will give them the different points
As 1 watch the progress of business gorgeous; the sittings are easy and comfortawhere labor can be obtained.
the
wood-work is most elegantly carved,
here, I often think some member could | ble;
1 shall begin at the South line ot the
, the organs are grand, and the chandeliers and
serve bis State
wonderfully well il be other
abd follow up the Coast, giving
fixings are on a scale equally as beauti- Coontv
|
would move the indefinite postponement
the number ef mills and the average
: tul; but they tall far short in their accoustic
of every bill and resolve. This would properties, for in several of these modern amount cut by them a day in a season:
make the friends of the measure, show churches it is bard to understand the speaker
Gualata, 1 mill, average per day, 33 M;
of the house. In Bev. Dr, Fish Kock, one mill,
cause and good reason for its passage, in the rear part
average per day,
bouse of worship they have 15
be that
m; Saunders, one mill, average per
fewet Miner's elegant
The result would
put up no less than 80,000 yards of wire, to 1 25 M ; Ross, one mill,
average per day,
measures would get through. It is curbreak the echo that existed and in a measure
: 20 M; Garcia, one mill, average
when
members
per day,
ious to notice how,
still exists, for even this, did not wholly eradi45 M ; Brush Creek, Shingle mill, averfirst come here they have schemes lot cate the fault. Last Sabbath I attended divine
60 M; Millen, Shingle will,
the amendment of almost every chaplet service at the New Old South Church, but in- age per day,
Elk Creek, one
of the Statutes. The second Winter stead of enjoying Dr. Manning's sermon, I average per day, SOM;
mill, long lamber, 15 M; Greenwood
listened eagerly in order to catch his words bethev are much more cautions and confore they were lust in the echo that reverber- Creek, 2 mills building; Cuffey's Cove,
servative and quite disinclined to con- ated and
brought the words back in a manner Shingle mill, 60 M; Navarro, one mill, avsent to any change. If they get back that reminded me of the confusion of tongues,
erage per day, 30 M; Salmon Creek, one
here a third winter, they are regular and I could but regret that there had been such mill,
new; Albion, one mill, average per
of
money, while they had
hold-fasts for the laws as they arc. They a lavish expenditure
30 M; Little River, one mill, average
day,
I taken do thought of what would please the
have to be convinced through and
| per day, 25 M; Mendocino, one mill, averThe
consent.
will
before
they
through
age per day, 80 M; Caspar, one mill, stock
THE PARK ST. PULPIT
gang, average per day, 35 M; Xoyo. one
people ought for this reason to return
was supplied yesterdsv by the Bey. Mr. Bemill, stock gang, average per day, 45 M
the same members for a series ef y ears.
ll rends who has recently renounced the Bap'
’Also, in each mill, there are planers and
list faith and severed bis connection with thac
—It is expected in about four weeks the denomination. He was pastor tt Cleveland, picket saws, and in most all the mills, are
—

~

Ohio, of one of the finest churches in the shingle saws.
The large number of men it takes to run
renev will be commenced by the Govern- country until bis change ot views to the Congregations! or Presbyterian belief, when be re- [ the mill here, and the vast amount of logs
ment.
issue of silver in

place

of fractional cur-

My

last article touched upon the nature
and importance of the study of geography,

giving

few

a

illustrations of failure*

J

t*» ;

the

t*:tcli

the

<

few. although they believe him to he the
guilty mao. do not approve the verdict, a*
the evidence was entirely circumstantial,

BfCKSPORT.

Bridge.

tR\«*f valued* at Little Deer I*le

morphic to

Ued Sieuite ha*
i'letuont,

t«>tin<J

ornament,

globe
>

a fine and
durable polish. A deposit of
granu'ar quartz occur* in hurry. Vein*
of zinc and copper occur in No. 7.* aud in

Il »g iron occur* iu almost
every town. Gold ha* been loimd iu Dm k*port. Or laud, ami Surry. Mining must
determine the abundance.

The

c»l

r

<

which imply, that 'inthrnate c>nil

servation*

the writer,

at

are

Those

known

Duckaport.

Brook»-

vilie, Dluehill. and Ml.
of each

ter*

De*ert.

Thu

ly

charged
resembling yellow

re>l paint may

be

ochre

Excepting the slight inconvenience, oj
going through a draw in said bridge
Mr. Editor:—In an article supposed to 1*'
editorial by the position it occupied tu the
American last week on 4 Sullivan Bridge.** the
above heading was ail tin* imaginable objection
to the project of Mr. Stimaoii to put a bridge

have *u|>crior facilities. S*a
water contacts 3 per cent, of pure salt,
"land-locked"

salt water

storage basin*. having a mean of IS feet of
tidal rise and fall, and beiug accessible to
market, by the cheapest form of transportation,tlie making of salt.especially to supply the demand for it as a fertilizer, is no
small item of
57.

our

mimeral

resource*.

Weki>.

lire marine plant* Kelgrass, Bock-wee<1, aud Kelp, grow in
abundance along our shores. A* a manure
ska

in various ways. £ea weed
dried and pressed into bale*, tuav hereafter
become a portable article of commercial

they

applied

are

Importance. The constituent* of sea-weed
are lime 9,00; magnesia
0.65; potaah 3*1;
soda 4.56; salt 34. U; sulphuric acid 31.97
aud carbonic acid 6,39. Front the ashes
Inline is obtained, which D employed medicinally.
56. Ice. For a supply of export ice, we
hive

fresh water

a

pond

of

Operation*

have

mateiwil wealth.
been

it

i«..<

Active

Ml. iWrrt,

competition, the ice-Held must
be remote from the place of shipment.
»*e

nut

MARITIME.
Coder this heading, those industries are
stimulated by the sea which wash our
shores, and the rivers that water its interior.
From

the

earliest settlements of the
the character of Its inhabitants
has been, iu a great proportion, that of a

County,

maritime, lumbering and fishing people,
its numerous bay* and harbors; Its abundant material fur ve**el-buitdii)g; its area
of timber land*, with almost limitless quantities of lumber, aud the immeuse number
of fishes which

exciting,

frequented

the coast,

were

and inciting temptations to

en-

in Ihefce several pnr-mts. and to give
to the county a “-tern-clia*e” agriculture.
gage

A*

••crow*

the old cock

«•

crows

tlie

Our young men taking cue from
"the fathers." keen afresh (he “old love”
for the logging swamp, aud ocean wave,

young.”

preferring the activity of the

one.

and

excitement ol the other, to the more
scene* of the farm.
56.

CoasTT-vvisk Trade.

The

places. Why?
e come

water

runs

Then how slowly. Why?
our little stream let

crooks lu

to

what

see

rapidly the

makes them and the effect
"« examine, and find
or piece
of hard !
w ater and turned

the water.

stone, or slick,
earth ha* obstr ucted the
a

the

quiet

complex

liie

tutium

amount

iinuse

win

exiium

Mr. Editor-As

of (tie foreign import s'ami exports ;
affording an ade-

quate idea of the actual foreign trade.
Many cargoes entered in our ports, are
shipped coast-wise, and re-shipped fur
theii final markets
Most of the sugar-box
shooks mauulactured here, are shipped to
Portland, and re-shipped to their final destination. So foreign articles consumed
here, as, sugar, tea. coffee, etc., are taken
from subdivided

cargoes in coast-wise
ports. So with the coatter traffic, as wood,
staves, anil hoop-poles tor Rockland, long
lumber and short, bark and bricks lor do-

Practical

Arithmetic Is slowly supplanting his Common School Arithmetic, I respectfully sug-

me

blit tills will lie tar from

Greenleaf’s

h

adopted
a

1

eritiral

it for their towns, that they give it
examination before doing so.

for their solution; that is, you cannot obtain the answers given. Its definition for
Solar year is coutrary to tbe astronomical one. and some of the rules in Mensuration are about as clear as mud.
a

The Common School Arithmetic is too
cumbersome in tbe first part lor beginners,
and has some useless rules, but tbe author

000.

tolerable index to the commer-

ot

the "Practical."

importance of th» county, and to tiie
tonnage employed in its foreign coasting,

to

improve its subject

As

a

and fishing trade, herewith are given its
commercial Ports.
59.

Custom Districts.

There are two
Custom Districts, two Ports of Entry, six

Deputy Districts, eight Ports of Delivery,
twenty-six Hailing Ports, and thirteen
United States Custom House Officials.
60.
The Forests.
Originally, pine,
spruce, hemlock, birch, beech, map)!, ash,
cedar, red oak. and hackmatack, were

i*

called

eliminating,
matter,

and

bas

trying
made

a

failure. In my opinion,no text book should
ever be introduced for tbe use of all the

schools in

a

town,

without

subjecting

practical

are

teat

flecked with

pression.

and

insipidity,Inaccuracy of ex-

erroneous

statements.

Cook

ibis found iu Parker aud Watson's Third
Reader : "Be gentle, whether you be with
at

CATARRH
»

■

s

most treeless; while the demands for stave
box stuff, vessel wedges aud fuel

to be retained in

conjecture,

edition
and

alter

they

edition, I

are

not

the

cannot

lor lime kilns are

writing
only errors either, but
a critical review of School Books 1 forbear

its “second

rapidly divesting
growth.”
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rejHtrt. d ought to pass,
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Finally passed—Re-olv *s

in favor ..f < a-tin*Farmington Norma! *s.-h*»o!s.
Hi!! t
authori/- *- \ McFarland
a
wharf in tide wafers of Frenchman’- l’. t- -n
1
its pa-sage to In
ej| |. ted. oil Inofion
! Mr.
1 «» rant w a* laid on th- ? »!•

catarrh.

and

A series of uninterrupted Cure-,
ft ctcd with it by a well-knowr
Boston Physician.
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CATARRH.
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passing

to trust
to the Kastward
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inn-

The half has not been -aid that might
be «aid against the proposition to bri.lge tide
waters above Sullivan Kalis. This much I will
savin conclusion: You can hunt the legislation of this State all through, and in no place,
except in this one spot, can you find where a
similar outrage has been committed on whole
communities, under anvthing like similar circumatauces.
Justice.
mice.

Com

Resolves passed, in favor of Female Orphan's Asylum, Bath, and Rangor Children's
Home.
Com. on Temperance reported ought not to
pass, hill to repeal an act relating to duties of
Sheriffs and Co. Attorneys.
Bill in relation to Normal Schools, providing
that expenses of same shall be paid from Common School Fund, passed to be enacted.
The Resolve in favor of the Agricultural
College was discussed at length, and afterward
laid on the table.
Passed to be enacted—An act in relation to
Normal Schools; an act in relation te the Ellsworth Police Court.
HOUSE.

Mr. Young, from the Com. on Towns, reported a Bill to set off Bartlett’s Island to the
town of Tremont. Mr. Powers, from Com. on

Judiciary, reported ought

to pass, an act to
abolish the death penalty.
Passed to be engrossed—Resolves for Normal Schools at Castine and Farmington.
Passed to be enacted—An act to amend Charter of Bangor & Calais Shore Line Railroad.

ting $13,000.
presented a new
bill to regulate the rate of interest.
The Resolve appropriating $33,500 for Maim
State

$8,000.

College,

was

amended

T
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remedy.

The amount of testimony
I>r. ^check's Pulmonic Syrup, as

consumption.!

*r

exceed- ah that

sup|*ort the pret* iiti*.ns of

to

an

!

cure

a

< an

h*-

oih*

v

cine. S* ••• I»r S. h*n« k's Almu..>
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the certificates of many pr-on- ..f

a

favor of

hi

f.

r

brought
in-

di-

>nt..m
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r

the

|

|
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i

j

has cured many.as thc»e * v .d* n. *
will vhow but the cure i» often i rumuted by
the employment of two other retnedie* which
Or. S.-hem k provides f.»r the purpose. I h*
additional r *m* dies are Sch*-nek’« -*•
W. .1
Tonic and Maud rake Fills. By the timely uof these medicine-, according to direction*. I»r.
S. hen. k ccrtities that most
of
nany cusumption uiav l*e cured.
l>r. S heii* k is professionally at Ins principal
office.! orner >ixth and Arch Sts., Philad*
phia.ev. r> Monday .where all letters for advice
must lx* addressed.
4w
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la \ \t
1
lit" idrt
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alone

TO L'OXSl’MVTIVES:
The advertiser,

all old physician. retired tr un
c. having had'placed
m bis hands
lu
ha
by
Missionary the formula ot a
simple Veg» table Remedy, for the speedy ari
permanent Cure *»i ( on»umptr*>n
Bronchi i~
m i. and all throat
Catarrh, A
and hung A
feel-.*.!*-. ■'
•* I'o-.uve
an.:
Kadic.il Cure ttil Nervous 4
after having thoroughly toted its u-uderlul cu:
at.ve pown * in thousand- *>1 cases, lealt f;.duty to make it known to his Miitreimtr nli..u.
Actuated by this motive, and conscientious ,j.
sire to relieve human suffering, he will send tr* «•
of charge, l«> all why desire it, this recipe, wuh
full directions for prepanng and success.uli %
using. .*sent oy return mail bv addres-mg
Hr. W.C. >TtVKNs,
Munroe Block. >yra* use, V ^
3m-ids
an
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noon.

Among the many features of the celebration,
lie *prea<l m the C Itib room -o k.iMlv
pr< \ art l
lor us by Hit* Woman's AM >ociriy
This Nxit-ty \U9 repreaenletl by about
twenty
latiie*, with aprons on anti sleeve* turnt -l up.
w ho glMed hire and there
about the h.i-l. with
swe«U in one hand and
tn t r,t. other
.m 1
both extended lull to even man and w.»uiuu iu tl.e
reom.

Truly, it is a pleasant thing to look upon a
pleasant lady at any lime, but when a man
hungry aud the woman comes to him loaded down
in this kind and comely way, it is al'oluteu
i>.
This gathering in thetJub room was absolutely
jolly, ami will be remembered long, no doubt, by
all who toasted there; uiosl of all by the Members
01
the Club, who delight to know „uch ladies
and to thank them.
Pin Order Com.

1'HK

All demands due the llrm must be settled within
the next thirty days or they will be left with an
Attorney for settlement.
3wi*
J. W. Davis.
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NEW YORK TIMES,
Special

Convocation.

HERE \\ ILL be .1 special r.»n\
the
Acadia
<
Royal
\rrli
on Friday
Feb. Is li, 1*7*;, turtb1*OMO of installing tin- officer* ele- :•
the in*uiug year.
y t 1
e
©Hired
\
tended to all Matter Masons.
I’tK Order
T
>l
ter

«

For

Sale.

K-KU.in li part •>! the -cm Redondo,and onfourth part of'sch. < atherine. both of Ellworth. and it not
Id at private sale by tin- ri•
Saturday in March next, will be sold at aucti
on -aid *alurd n
o’at
p. \|. ut Uo- p
Office.
•#* Term, half J,,wn. Balance m three or a
months.
D. G. EATON
i

AST

M VIA l i

CONFERENCE SEMINARY,
BUCK9POKT,

found.
Red Mare with black mane and tail and lame
in her right hind leg. the owner cab havj the
by proving property and paying charges.
Moses C. SMITH, Ward I.
Ellsworth, Feb. 6th. 1876
3w7*

A

same

MU.

rhe Spring term ot this Institution w ill com
March 1st, and continue fourteen ue*k•#* For Catalogue address the Principal.
•fwo
(.ro i'orarlh. A. XI

meuce

Sheriff’s Sale.
Maine,

t g
1...
a

v

OS

Notice,

CO-PARTNERSHIP heretofore existing
between J. W. l>avis and Wm.il. Davis, is
this day dissolved by mutual consent.
J. W. Davis.
W. H Davis.
Ellsworth, Feb. 7th, 1876.
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Tll° Members of the Ellsworth Reform hh.b
tried to celebrate their Anniversaiy ou
Thursday
of last week, but tin ding it impossible to crow
lhe *• xercises into ao short a
w. i*space they
scattered along from Tuesday till Friday ait.-r-
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Wednesday, Feb. 9.
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Maine Legislature.
SENATE.

I:
A N FOJC I
ftwm ly m.o eaI now
t..
l‘! -t.pei:
pared lor Or.- !i

**

j
your vessel to. i

anchorage

Wmll.l

to 1*» th*- general foling among careful men in
both parties. I'here mviii* t*> be a
drift
of opinion in favor **f Republi. in -tic,.-.* this
year, always provided the best man t- put at
the head of tin ticket

I!

l»ru«

tin

-<

femalet or with men. Aud look at tbe imabundant. But the Waster or “God’s first probable story of a miser's having such a
Thursday, Feb. 10.
SENATE.
temples" came, and before the insatiable quantity of gold iu a bag. that bag and
Ordered—That the Com. on Education inchopper's axe the primeval forests have gold must weigh more than one and a half
into the expediency of repealing the law
disappeared, until, excepting the Upper com ! And in tbe Fourth Reader. Horace quire
Free High School. Mr. Sturgif
Branches of Union River, scarcely a rep- Mann is made to say "Even for murder, establishing
from Com. on Reform School, reported a reresentative tree is left, and our once well Cain was only branded on bis forehead.
solve iu favor of that institution,
appropriatimbered county in its “old growth," is al- What excuse there is for these expressions
Mr. Swazev
timber,

,,

<

it to

iu the schoolroom, of some
thorough teacher.
Mauy of tbe selections in our Readers

a

sH
^

--

“besting through.”

is inferior, as a whole, to the Common
School Arithmetic. Maay of the rules are

mestic ports. The amount of capital invested in the manufacture of lumber iu
Hancock County, reaches the sum of $700cial

phrase,

After thoroughly testing it in the schoolroom. I am decidedly of the opinion that it

very obscure aud some of the problems
cannot be solved by tbe rules laid down

N

A general law was rc|>orted providing for an
annual close-time of certain ti-h as followLand-locked-alinon fn>m Sept. 13 to March I.
following: trout, Oct. 1 to March 1 ; black ha**
and t iswego has*. April 1 to Julv t. It provides tliat none of these fish shall 1m* taken in
any other w ay than by a single bait and hook
or by artificial flic*, under a penalty of not N
than $10, or more than $30. for each offence,
and a further line of $i for each fish caught.
>»t line-, grapnels, spear*, trawl-, weir-, nets,
seines, trap- and devices other than fair angling are prohibited on the fre*h w ater lake*,
pond* ami streams of this Mate, and w hen
found in u-e or operation, they will l» torf. ited and destroyed. Nothing in the hill i- to I..
con-troed to prevent any joerson from lawfullv A Remarkable Case of Catarrh Cure;
catching n-h in water* owned hv them whicii
by the use of Twelve Bottlethey hate-;, 'd.-r to prevent Vi-h commissioner* or their ug-ut* from lawfully taking
\Nc -chilli;,
lojowti'-g
k •. l>« *
fish at any time or in ony manner for the pur- j frtghtln I t'
v lining
I
of
Ihc
v\»
1:
value ..i
l:
of
or
pi-n.t
waother
fori*t«M-king
p"»e
propagation,

r-oii ; that
and having su. h a strong fair tide, have no trouble in
duty is performed by a negro .*! ten <*ntsa day
to
working tip
our.bay th> same tide. ||.»w
\V hen it conn- t**
\v.
ring :!.■■ tg th*- ..nfcdwould it be with a bridge draw to pass
|n
ase ,if a
strong and fair w ind, it would !* v\ ith ! crate perform- that prou<I and grateful * :’ *•
the utmost ri-k a v« *»cl could couie through
himself.
1 he suh
t is sa d to vv rry the
at all, and
pass a draw* brnlge.
Why -: -Be- Stk alter. V V. II. r 1.
cause, m tin
absence of any safe an*
between the falls an*l the bridge, to come up
therewith a strong fair wind, and a sevenV Washington correspondent ..fthe !!• ra'd
knot current, nine times out of ten your anAn intelligent Ifenioeruti m. iuln r troni
say
chor would fail to bring jour vcsm-I up. and
she would 1m* forced into the brnlge or draw ( New Fug; tod told me the othe
riouslv. j thought the Republican pr -.-p.-ct.- were S> p»«r
pur-, dulling intone or both. (»rbupa draw.”
“Slight inconvenience of
! cent. better than six months ag •,an* 1 thi- *r**!ii»

ferred

of this industry, render* it import'db!e toasceitaiu. with any degree of precision. its leal status.
nature

•*

baas.

--

fhe wind liable to shift
meanwhile, a storm arise, your vessel lying between
observe and Miink as we go. Near the bot- man’s
invention to destroy vou on one side,
tom of the hill the stream becomes broad,
and (iod’s on the other, and If vou
escape destruction you ar*- lucky, the wind liable to hold
deep. slow, we see the head ol navigation f**r
in a point where it is impossible t<>
days,
for large vessels. This stream is long and i make the passage of the falls, all the time in
1
danger, w hen, had it not been for the obstrucnarrow, rapid or slow, -hallow or deep, it
tion of the bridge, you could have passed the
i- a type of a'i the br*»ok-. and rivers iu
tall- the same day you
passed the bridge, a* it
the world. thc»e are worthy ol careful
requires the same wind to stein the current,
ami vet down to the bridge, that it does to
At the bottom of the hill our little
study
the falls. (I know friend Wi*well statedpass
beriver widens Into h “puddle.*’
We will fore the « ommittee on Commerce, that he had
know n vessels to go over the fall*
frequently
talk
aud
think
about
this
It
walk,
puddle.
after the tide has ebbed a foot in tht
fall*, that
is broad, not long and tmrrow lik«- the riv- h id it* effect on a committee that knew nothIt has land projecting Into it ami it ing about the facts: but I think ( apt. Muse,
ers.
Moon, (.apt. J. M. Blaisdell, or any other man
projects into the laud, these are capes and that knew anything about the passage of those
falls in a loaded vessel,
going out, would conbays.
sider it rather a reciltss use of an attorney's
lu the middle of the little pwnd the ‘tuud*
privilege, to s«y the least.) The above facts—
stands out above the w ater, this is an is- not those stated by Mr. Wiswell—are rather
a singular
commentary on the sentence—‘vxland. and the elevation of mud extends, by cent
the slight inconvenience of
going through
a draw in said
a narrow' strip to the shore, this is a peninbridge.” Frequently there are
from siv to twelve vessels, ami sometimes even
sula with its isthmus. This broadsheet of
more, waiting for a wind so as to get over tinw ater with its capes, bays, islaud and pefalls; you understand that frequently in the
course of the
a
of
day there will lie a wind that a
niusidur is
all .lakes, seas and
type
vessel could get over the falls with, but the
We call upon our pupils to en- w ind don’t
oceans.
happen to blow at the particular
large ir, iu imagination until it extends be- time that the tide serves right; this is particudog days, HO called, when the wind
larly ho iuwill
yond the range of vi-lou. and they have in perhaps
be is. W. in the afternoon, but
mind a picture of the ocean.
high w ater slack in the falls occurred in the
all these things help to complicate,
forenoon;
Many interesting lessons may be learned and make w orse the obstructions nature has
near the stream by the roadside.
placed iu our way, and argue, with great force,
I studied geography from the book for agaiust allowing muu to step iu and increase
our difficulties.
These six to twelve vessels,
when there is a chance that they could get
year-, and when for the first time I saw a
falls,
have
gut to lose it in getting
cape, an i-luud, or a peniuusular, I did not through the
through
bridge; then there they are berecognize them. Fellow teacher- w hich is tween the falls and the brnlge, liable
to all the
the better way? In my uext article I will
dangers and difficulties of the position; no safe
and it is bard telling w hat would
anchorage,
speak of the method aud use of msp-draw- become of them, should a gale of wind arise
and blow in conjunction with a seven or eight
ing and how to use the text books.
knot current. These statements arc fads, ami
Teacher.
with a bridge, the dangers and difficulties re-

La.uioine, GoulJsborough anil Bucksport.
With the present margiu of profit, and the
cl

the oth-

looker of
iiimolli Tent.

now

We follow the stream down the hill, and

surface of more

than 50.000 square acres; enough to cool
the torrid market* of the world.
At no
distant day. the “cutting” of ice will become a source

some on

*cI

wclUknuwn

“tiE*Ti.i.MKS,—i have suffered ten
the worst loriu* of \»
i*k I'atakkii.
THK IIKai». that ever
mort t'
a
ever I look a Iro.-h colt I It would sonic m i,
th»*
most
violent
causing
sneezing, a of
\ -c-mVc <it>< barges from mv eye.In
For days and dara mf mCtring would
and finally settling it; my 1 da a and I
ten>lei mv li e miserable I >r a mon;li \,.v.
mg all my Miffring-, wu» lab:.- to
temporary relief from any medicine in,,
fhrec weeks ago, while suffering
attack I ever h.»«f, [procured a b..u
FORDS ItADll At. ( I HL Foil C'AlAl.I.H
liel from the first dose w as so grat
would willingly have given oue hunt
to obtain it.
A few doses complete
Mr head h .* since been perfectly i,,
t.
c<>us accumulations, my hrrathiug <-i.-y vll,
syiuptoit of trouble **>*ul my l>i<k
It* eflcr1
has wesented il-elt
been tmly remarkable
U
M It \ | j.
Very re-«i>ec(iully,
Sail and A wiping Makei,

Mr. Kye*. faom Com. on Judiciary reported
a hill to amend chap. 37. public laws of 1*72,
relating to foreclosure of mortgages on real es* oiii. on Fisheries
tate.
reported an act for
protection of laml-lockcd salmon, trout and

passing

t.» ve.*> I-

hr

>lit

Saturday. Feb. 12.

through a draw iu said bridg
wining up through the falls. A \<
•ming into >ulliv an. Uiund to Krank1 to. or any i*oint in lfaiico<-k or Mjllivan
said falls, has, in cam* the tide is running >tit
w hen she gets
there, merely
to waif till the
tide cMinmenceH to runup through the falls; I
then they can go right along about their business, nothing to hinder or i»nth* r tin m : often
making the pas-ag*- up through the fails,
against ahead wind, or what, m sea-going !
ence

From

MKX\TF.

time
it<. -iicli thimr l- t-v* r attempted 1ing them at any other time of tide, or in th*
night. I*he |M»ii*t, at which Stiinson propo*.-to build a bridge, is some thn*-lourths of
in s'
dn»\
t !»• falls; l»ftttcen the tall* and :li'.'
point. tier* i- not "nr t«,f safe audio raxIbr \es*. |*.
Now. a* to tin "slight inconveni-

Not so very slight. Mr. Kuitor, were it your
it from its course causing it. as it move*
property at ri»k. There are many other inconveniences that vessels w.»uld be
subject to
around the obstruction to strike the other ;
in coming up through said falls, often a detenbank, wearing
it away making another tion of
twenty-four hours, quite an item iu
crook
Thus crooks or bends are formed Hies,- time* or low freights; tiut the obstacles
in the way of navigation,
placed
by a brnlge at
We the
all the way down the little stream.
point Slimaon proposes to put one, are so
1
know the reason now. let us study the ef- much increased, iu pausing out over said fall*,
that 1 leave the inicard passage, and hasten to
feet. Every bend makes the water tun consider the
outicard passage. The anchorage
has turn referred to, between the falls and the
-lower or deeper as a re-ult. We can float
contemplated
bridge; above the bridge the anthis
watei
aud
boats
iu
little chip
deeper
chorage is equally unsafe, being ail the wav a
iu the curves where it Is so still we can
hard rocky or I edgy bottom from the falls to
build wharves and ou the bank, a city. 1 one-third «*f a mile above the point it is proto place a brnlge; so that all vessels,
po-* *l «»ut
Where the water is quick we put down a hound
over the fall-, ar** obliged to anchor
mile above the -aid bridge in order to
piece of board a ro-s the channel and have one-half
have safe anchorage. I have previously stated
a dam and cao build a little mill.
Thus we that for the
passage outward, a fair wind and
see that our crooked, slow -dream is
good high water *l<M-kadc in the falls is n«-ee*sarv in
try ca*e. Should Stimsou build bis contemforinavigatlon and we build wharves aud a ; ated bridge, every cargo of lumber, wood,
commercial city, while the quick part of hark. i*iling. railroad tie*, granite, £*-.. shipped
in th* *e iSo \esM-ls, would be
subjected to a dethe stream, with its darn, gives u- a tail of
tention of at lea.*t twenty-four hours, uuder tin
water where we build a mill ami have a
m<*st favorable circumstances.
Why? B*cau-e a draw iu a
bridge with such a current
manufacturing tow n. Here we have studied e.»u!d
only Is- passed at high water slack—anmOf*t pleasantly, phenomena, cause aud re- l other
point comes in here, the tide is running
We see how Nature and men work «»t t at the falls before it is done runuiug t i* at
suit.
the
brnlge—finite things like vessels can ouly
1
and why. I»o our book pupils learn such !*• in "Ue
plac* at the s tmt timr. so there is
hut on«- thing to do. get through the bridge one
lessons? Will they become -tub practical
] dav. and wait till the
next day to go over tinmen and women as the-e pupils will make? ;
fall- ; no -af«-

we

with the ntauy

side

the banks of the stream.

how

\N

upon
that

:

Nee

jti
us

For the manufacture of .sea-

Salt.

are

character.

its

on one

is

stream.

are said to poises* medical etllcacy
tlie tremlmeut of chronic, and inflammatory ailment*.

*o/f.

water

or

remcmber-it, for they will associate
the idea with their lesson of thU little

in

56.

u

will

water*

water

ti»>

the right bank, which the left, on
ihe light side going down or coining up?
I We must slate the fact and ine children

wa-

Theze

study

walk

these sides

nich

W

from which

made,

teadily

to

course

;

er

with iron.

ore

either land

Is

Nuae

chalybeate.and are*i»trcngThey deposit an

are

I'liii kiiiTucp iif

It you live near brook, river. Uk» or
ocean—well, study them. If not, this shall
After the fir-t rain take
be your le.-»«»n.

its

*

will be (pund.
55. Mineral spkiv.*.
to

structure

rock* doe* not indicate the presence
if, yet there are recent geological ob-

our

?

your class to the road-side, down the inclination runs a little stream, we follow

tton'dsi* to.

of

acquire such definite knowledge

f lumk

r.-*

at

may be wrought into eleand it will taw**

h s'll

w

gant article* of

been

recently

tak** to

it
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CATARRH.

Affairs,

State valuation.

1

iy and late.
< Mr
good County may w ell be proud
tu r delegation here, ior it ranks with community, generally shaking,

•

Geo^aphy,

2.

Legal

on

ported reference to next Legislature, act to
amend Charter of the Cast in e and Ellsworth
Railr«gid Co.
Com. on Ways A Mean* were directed to report a hill assessing a State tax of 3** mills on

E. S. Wahdwki.l.

|

Correspondent.!
Boston. Feb. 14

PITER—BOSTON

NEWS—REAL TIFI

the

strong

OF

No

Gram-

mars, tod Geographies. Teachers of Hancock County, let us get together and talk
over this school-book matter.

Sullivan

from tin* Com.

reported Legislation inexpedient on order relating to submitting to legal voters of State, Would willingly have given one hunthe ({tiestioti of biennial elections.
dred dollars for the relief obMr. Sargent, from Com. on Railroads, retained from the first dose.

I

Letter from Boston.
our

bersome Unpractical Arithmetics,

Lynch,

Mr.

of these cum-

1

ocrats all

{From

to be done to rid ourselves

Educational.
The Study of

Ilol -1

something ought

mention others.—But

to

subject properly. Hie child i
can be secured, the church canuot do better , tled appearance, somewhat resembling lie
Iii
should study tir*t. tbe earth as he can see aero** tide waters above “Sullivan Fail**
than to take him
a
It
of
a
snake.
D
skin of
high
susceptible
«
It I* a pleasant day Im el line and the the first place, I object decidedly to the body
it
i
[
UKlKt' NOTES.
poll'll. It will quarry without ••fault,” it i* teacher of a country school takes his little of water over which it is proposed to construct
of rare value. Statuary marble, milk w hite
this bridge being cal ltd “Sullivan River.” It
I he New Kogland Church of which Rev. \V.
I cla*s out doors in their first lesson in gcoj- ;
i- not in my opinion iirany sense such a body
H H. Murray is pastor, has ab>ut decided to ! Is reported at Eden and at Mt. Desert.
<
hildr •«*. upon what are you stand- t
; raphv.
of water a* the word now define* or applies to.
build their uew church despite the hard times, j
54. Minkhai.s ash Oiikm. Rrooksville.
the ground, the earth.
It is really a narrow passage-way between two
and will have it completed by the first of next I Iron Pyrites, known as/wd’s gold. Popper- | ing? Reply, upon
What is the shape of the ground, of the
salt water bays, where on the flood tide the
lK*t.
j
as. sulphur alum, and carbonate of soda
I schoolyard? Reply. Mat. level. We will water from Frenchmen's Bay rushes through
Mr. Thomas Barry the veteran actor and can he m&ntilaciuied from it
call this level land, or as the books say a
with great velocity to till a large salt water
theatrical manager was buried yesterday.
Illurhi.l. Fluor spi»r used in chemistry.
Children w ill find other plain- larg- ! bay above; then, on the ebb tide it rushes with
plain.
And now Bessie Turner makes her appearYalena. or ore ol lead.
Wolfram, the ore
cr or smaller.
Hack of the school house' almost equal velocity to find its level in FrenchWho next?
anceon the lecture platform.
of tin. Hydrate of Silica suitable tor fireman’s Bay below: it may be called by good auwe find land’tliat 1* not level, it rises
ahMr«. Scott Siddon* caught the "farew ell** inproof brick. An enormous bed of Man- ruptly to considerable he ght. What is ttiat j thorities. Sullivan River; but that term, in my
fliction: gave a reading here two weeks ago,
mind, would mislead a |ntsou unacquainted
ganese. Limestone, l*ho«pate »*f Lime, of l o.d called?
which was advertised as the last appearance
Reply. A hill. We walk to with the facts, as to the waters, the navigation
which superphosphate is made.
of
which it was proposed to obstruct bv
where
find
a
level
the
we
her
like
for several years,** and now informs
place,
agent
top
Hurksport. Limestone. Play slate of our
building a bridge. So much for the fraud
that *he shall come again next November.
but higher.
What tu your room
plain
j
this
matter
which
on
the public with
which "school slates are math*. (Quartz
start* .out; for it is a very different tHing
«t home |s level like the floor but higher?
The Temple Quartette gave a concert at ;
used in the mituiilacture of gla«*.
whether the State assume* to give chartered
An-, n table. We will call this fable land
Bristol, K. I last week when they w* re re- j
rights, and control water, she has a right tc
Cittine
4*
Quartz. Argillaceous slate.
A
little way from this hill is another, control, or assumes to control water over
quired to sing Hold the Fort,’*
Plastic < lay.first quality for brh k*makiiig.
between this one ami that, notice the which she has no jurisdiction whatever. Now
Mvron W. Whitney the celebrated basso
tor the facts, a* to the “slight inconvenience ol
Jher bU. A'hestus,(unchanged t>v (Ire;
will sail from Lher|»o»l tor Boston. March l»t.
ground, it is low and uneven. We will going through a draw.” 1 think it would I*
tor handling
incoinbiistihle
er.
gloves
p*i
He will immediately form anew Opera Comcall it a valley.
Hills that are higher are well, always, for a person who propose* to instruct tin public, that he should know somemetals, ami fire proof sales are 1
pany upon hi* arrival, and will r* main in this heated
called mountains, if you have not seen one
thing of the facts In uring on the question upcountry next »ea»onfor the purpose ot giving manufactured from it. The ancient* made
on which
he prcq*ose* to give instruction.
you eau imagine this hill so high a- almo-t
it before lyceum*.
a cloth of it. in which dead
bodies were
What are they in his case? First, there ar« in
to
You have now
reach the clouds.
vicinity of two hundred and fifty vessel*
wrapped before the burning, and thus seen all the forms of. lano that make the the
pa-sing through “Sullivan Falls," each wav
It was used lor lamp
the ashes.
saved
season, engaged in carrying to market
••very
Letter from Washington.
surface of the earth. The plains are largthe luiuln r. wood, bark, piling, spars, railroad
wicks
Xovaculite, oil stones and hones
February Pith. 1876.
er,
the hills higher, the valleys deeper,
tics, granite. Ac., shipped from the town ol
Limestone.
are made of it.
f ranklin. and point* in Sullivan and Hancock
out all alike in form to what you have
Bolling, boiling, bailing is the jtolitical |*ot.
above the contemplated bridge of said Stiuison.
The Pouuty having been favored, with
! au«l as it simmers and sizzles and hisses, the
seen.
are obliged to have w hat i*
Tin--*-\e*»*els
little more than a Revenue Cutter geologi-.tiled a leading, or fair wind, to make the }**t hiidren have vivid imagination-,
| (•oliticians stand and stir the broth uow and cal «
they
xploratiou. comparative.v nothing is have the material, from a few lessons of sage of said fails going out; such a wind is I*
j then, then stop to wink and consider; which |
tvv**n
S. W. ami V V f
the
gom^
! having done, they find themselves not much known of the mineial* and metallic ore-, this kind, from which to construct the round to the Westward, and the
an
pa-sag.
w wi
me sru iai | u//.i ii„
the
Arts.
in
value
in
ill**
that
are
of
The
In* mad** at high water slack, in tin <!ay
;
only laud surface of the
globe. How long will only

v

benignant by ualb-is probably nearly sixty in

'uie.

now

situation. First on account of the division of sentiment on highly important question*
i
concan
member
see
bow
do
not
We
any
within the rank* of both parties. Some deniscientiously. with a due regard for hi*
* rat* ar** in favor of inflation, and some
repuboath, support such a wrong measure.
licans; some democrats are for free-trade, and
*» me
republican*; some democrat* are for
—The process tor the payment of tlie
and some republican*: some demoprotection,
awards of Alabama claims i* simple : Tlie crat* are strict constructionists, and some not;
< ’.uirt i*-ups a certificate for the amount to
*ome republican* are, and some not; some go
« in
r-.iiiiTui.n
i*.i 11
UH* VI .1.. 111;
for a U lift bond, and some d • not; some are tor
to the Treasury in person and obtain a
one tt nil, and some for three; aud *j on. The
warrant of payment, or the claimant may
partie*are iu agreement witluii their own rauk*
from the name, description. number. etc., on the subject of others, and Ibis hold* tb» ui
t getht r at prr- nt; this, and the old tradition*
of certificate antic*riz the money to bt
and a.**ociations of each, w hich make it « a*ier
a
of
collected by
attorney.
power
for men to act in concert with tic* men they
ar
a.-- u*-on»ed t
w.th. but bow long such
—It is probable that the Legislature will
a
cord w iu hold la uncertain, lor the siram
adjourn finally, next week. So mote it it. I* irnim-nse. We are inclined to
think, bowbe.
I ever, that it will an*wer to bind the present
1
parties for the current year, because it is for
C:lby University.
the interest of the leadiug candidates in both
The Spring term of this institution com
parlies to avoid a break. Morton. Blaine and
At pres- ; l onkling can hardly run on any other than a
tnenced ou Thursday the 3J Inst.
ent there is only about sixty * f the sturepublican ticket, and neither can Thin man.
Bayard, or Hendrick* be candidates on auy
dent? here, the most of the other* being
tit ket but the democratic. Were there a split
in
engaged teaching.
iu parties on inflation, TMen would staud a
The Faculty announce that they are ungood cbauce of the noruiutiion of tne hard
able to stare definitely when a new Gymlooney m»-n, and Wiliam Allen of the pa{* r
nasium will be erected to replace the one
money folks. In that case lin*low might b**
burnt last term, hut hope to rebuild duriug an available man for Vice on
the ticket with
the coming summer. A plan of the build- Tideu.
The liberal republican
movement
ing. which is to be built as soon as the seems '.o have sj-enl its force, so far a* Connecessary amount is raised has been shown gress i* concerned. While Scburz, Sumner.
to the student*.
It will be very commo- Fenton and Tipton remained in the Senate,
they made things lively, but now they have
dius. being 30 x 100 feet and 18 feet posts
gone, nothing reinaiu* of that element worth
li*tening to, so far a* the Senate is conceroedCorrespondence.
lu the House several lib“ral* act with the demout

very sane and

iug

it

member* pity Lakeville, they should
them out of their own pockets, not

tlie

|

Wliil* lumberiux is olsssllied as an indiintry, it in one., which create., not, a dig- |
tribntive. but. a centralized wealth. In
which, but “one in thirty” share, while
j
the twenty-nine are pursued by “hard |
times." like “Act .von bv his own hounds.” I
It engenders a u/«it atmotfhrrt, In which I
i
Agriculture does not thrive.

looking for a to keep them running, gives employment
will to a great number of men.
new field «f labor which many prophesy
be Park St. He is a slim, light comple xloned
Wages range from $35 per month, to $85
man, reminding one somewhat of the Rev.
ami $100, according to the work doneHenry M. Storrs of Brooklyn, X. Y„ and when Taking everything into consideration, (the
his lace assumes a very serious expression a
climate and the wage*.) it is a good place
side view of it, strongly resembles Henry C.
to labor.
view
a
front
but
Barnabee,*.the eminent basso,
Hoping I have not wearied you, I
is entirely different for he wears a look that is
O. I*. C.
I am. yours, etc..
sleepy, boyish and not particularly brilliant,
though he displayed much ability as a speaker.
His sermon was exceedingly fine; he used no
SURVEY OF HANC00K COUNTY.
note*; his logic was food and his gestures forcible and telling in the extreme; ills voice is
HY KL’KAL.
excellent and well trained„but then' is a slight
Verd Antique (ancient
63
MaKULE.
tue
to
leads
which
im{«edimeut in his speech
j
think he i» of Knglish birth. On the whole he
green) Marble occurs at Deer Die. It is
made a very fine impression, and I think if he | sometime- call* d**sei peiitine‘*trom ii* mot-

signed his pastorate and is

Currency Issue.

A Direct

$100 REWARD.

Hancock,

ss.
will pay ONE HUNDRED DOLLAR*
wherein Rufus Moulton
any. person tarnishing proof of an
is creditor, anil Doane U. Hewev i, debtor’
Spiking cr Nailing any wood or timber
and will be sold at public auction to the
highest about our land or premise* known a* the It’
bidder, on Mouday the 13th day of March A. |i Land in Suit) or any
oue making threats t--d
1*78, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, at T. C. Wood- so.
3w.>
man', iffic* in Bucksport, in said
county of HanJ T. Cfippen
cock, all the right In equity which said Doane B.
D. M. STUART
Hewey has to redeem certain mortgaged Real Estate, situated in said Buckspoit, aud bounded
tij:
one third undivided of lots N«. 13*
and 137
in the fifth Range ol lot- in ,anl town
of Buck
undersigned hereby gives notice tha' h»*
sport, as conveyed to said Doane B Hewey by
Thomas Hewey, bv deeddated
with the City of Ellsworth
Januar>2lst. 1874, the has contracted
and recorded in Hancock Connty
support of the Poor during the ensuing v
Registry of
t
Deeds, V ol 1Ml. 1‘age 295, reference to said deed an>l has made ample provision for their supj
and the racortT thereof to be had for further
He therefore forbids all persons from tunnsnm*
full
w
abto any pauper on his account, as.
description, said nndevided t of said Rea) Estate
being subject to a mortgage given
pay no bills
by said Doane out nis written order, he shall
B. Hewey to Thomas
N. C. REYNOLDS.
Hewey, dated Januarv 21st furnished.
1875
18.4 and Uecorded in Vol. 147,
18.
Ellsworth.
May
Page 152, of Hancoek County Registry of Deed, to scour
the
payment of one hundred and twenty-live dollars
lor
lo the children ot said Thomas
withi
one year after bis decease, also
subject to a mortED on the Banger road, in Noith Kilgage given by said Doane B. and Thomas HeweT
worth, six miles Iron* the city. About :.csaving Bank,
»h<* relot 134 third is tillage, under go al cultivation
»nd building thereon, dated Conveying
April 2S, 1-7.5, tn,i mainder wood land, of a superior growth .» I
recorded in said Registry, Vol.
147, Page 5el to pasturing. Also for sale one horse, two
dollars, 200, doll
in two wagons, harnesses, and farming t•*<•!.do‘ *r* in 4 -Iear, from dale of
The at>ore will be sold at a GREAT B VKGAl N
for cash, it applied for belore Feb 39tb.
*»id V onnty of Hancock,
Inquire of
thia 7th day of
A. D. 187*
WARREN G ARLAND, No. ElLworlh.
J. W. Pimiloj, Deputy Sheriff.
3w5*
Jan. 10,1876.
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on execution

Pauper Notice.
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■

supplies

Farm

Hewey

SITIJAI

,ht, Uo'Jksport

aaldmertgage*

this's?,?.' „““,cin
February,

--

,ra’,

Sale.

IIY

:s NOW IN BANGOR,

hr. Tai*] K

TELE(iRAPlI.

Ln-pHtchcs to the Ellsworth American.]

Lighthill

Legislative

Oculist and Auiist,

very remarkable that
about every snow-storm of the winter has
thus far terminated with a rain.

PC NISI III ENT.

—Kev. TV. TV.

Marsh, of Bucksport,
will lecture before the Ellsworth Temperance League, ut its next
meeting. Monday
eveniug, Feb. 21st.

Ai glsta, Me.. Feb. 15.
The Capital punishment measure excited
long and animated discussion in the
House, the lull ol Mr. Frank, ol Portland,
which provides tor
tin*
death
a

well and favorably known
; M
in-, through hi* remarks*'tu! practice in Augu-ta. and other
;.r<

upon

the New

Testament.

Mr.

Pillsbury

Success of Dr. Lighthill in Bangor.
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render.
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County

tatives voting against it. Ail
eyes are
now turned to the action
of the Senate
where the vote will be equally as clo.-e.
PtTtt.il'

LANDS.

EYE-SIGHT SAVED !
Mr.

of

& Mrs.

Sc

Aaron

Senator

Knowlton.
(

even-

l»

*nd h»rks

j

gradually

ceased

the

as

vibrate

in

talk.

There

beno

there were to he speeches enough
the Hall, hut every one talked with his
neighbors,and that was just as good fun.
At last, after a very enjoyable
supper,
thi' l’rcfident. Mr. Jo\ gave the order to
proceed to the Hall for the purpose ot liear.
iiig the speeches. The Hall was well tilled
toasts

as

at

;

<

j

■

-t

<

..

i

main

w

Yours in gratitude,
& »lAacon Knwli
L
Ac-

Pai.y

Ar*.i
"
11. !!er->m •*!
b.
haen afflicted

\

K

un

-i

X. N

Toft.

N

Maine.

iu tlie Senate, w--re
aiiee cl Mr. Swazey.

bee Journal.
»v.

my it'-- -n it r»*a« -i-d -mb a -tale abun of the sense of smelling, an 1
lired s heai iug Hi has In en un1. _iith. 1‘- treatment !<*r two week*.
•w
-i.i'
a- w* il a* he ever coulJ.
regained h hearing.
H

lolve
>y

vote

a

-sv

'.

1.

h

w

pro-ill*

♦

d

a

\ irioU- remedies Were ap:b-ct;ng any b-neii ial result-.
oily gradua ly increased, until afAi.
» ut
ot
three years. I ha 1 beird of hearing that 1 was unable to
*:»
but v ry ,.ud sound-. 1 Wan
under your treatment and very
I-*
relief
I havi
: tuin-.fthe difficulty, and feel that 1
i
f-rthc
restoration
of my
you
Ai.

--

.•

:V.

■

>

"•

Ue-]*ectfully

arirg.

FltWK

yours.
».

WlIITEBOl^E.

N-.v, Gill. 1*7.'*.

A

Tlie Senate, by a vote of 15 to 11. refusa passage to tlie Bill to protect
owners
}f tish weirs ou Sunday, in Lubcc. and
: iere

it

BILL

TO

a!

from

at

f

t

Judiciary

Dk.

H. Lii.hthii.l
M

Nov. 4th, 1*75.

:

ag

-iif.in.-y; had very "rt. i.-ive and profu-e
"t mailer from the ears.
In *.!»«.rg*
:
your services. 1 paid, what i then
tli jurat t<* b*- au extravagant price; but as you
!. *•*■
litir. y
ured h:m. s>. that for years he
E.»- : id U" tr-u'di vvbats'j* ver, either from
d* flues? or running at the ear-. I consider the
fi
st
; .v. .tm. n: 1 * vt-r
; iid y *.i thKi.i-ha C«**'LHkjI.. Jay. Maine.
:•

|

llou-

.!.-

iu

[

-1 a.

I .-ailed upon you at
Augu-ta, for advice and
t foi
son of mine, then 16 yeir« of
IIad l> cij||. :irtially deaf and growing
for y< are previ ms, in fact,
gh* year-

A
t

*it

t

L

••

-!'
ai

d

't

trustees for Normal

i*

ami

confer

letr duties on the Gov ernor and Council
id Superintendent of Pcblic Schools.

Forger Arrested.
London, Feb. 15.

can

Ambassador, lie

was

formally arraign-

ed at Bow Street Police Court and remanded for

a

week.

Boston, Feb. 15.
The Herald has the following further
dispatch from its London correspondent.

Winslow, when arrested, asked to be se nt
to America immediately.
He said all tlie
money in his

amounting
w

to

possession

$ij.000.

was

his wifes.

He asked that his

He was examined and

ife he let alone.

remanded to await Lie arrival ot the extradition papers. Ou being interviewed, he
said he left

torney’s

The Drnlti

in Boston in his at’

everything
appeared

hands. He

to

be

Brazil.

gal

or

bonds, and says nearly ail

paper accounts

u ill—Pear .r*ir: Some few years
my son, George K. Smith.’ was
ler your care for treatment fora
d* afne-« which threatened the gradual
r* i"-s of bearing.
Whenever he wa-

are

the

news-

erroneous.

Bank

support
of

as

He. reo.

the condition of the hooks.

The testimony
shows ] clearly a deficit in the old second
National Bank, accounts ol 810,000. also
the payment to that old account of 814.500,
from the Bank ol Portland, soon after the

starting of which
the Bank books.

no

account

was

made in

yours.

Serious Fire.
Concord, N. H., Feb. 15.

Cure of Deafness.

to

worthy

out
an

isola-

Richards.

of others, of
idleness, had associates, etc. We should
strike at the causes as well as at the ell'ect.
Mrs. Crossmau of Bangor, was introduced. and made some very earnest and
touching remarks. Her warm sympathy

jamin Carter. Charles Carter, Fenelon ILggins, aud Calvin Higgins.
West Eden Lodge of Good Templars,
was organized last Nov. it now has 8G

Higgins, Lester Pray, Freddie Pray,
Pjay, May Walls. Andrew J. Carter,

very evident.
Mr. Laugly, Mr. Taney, and McKelvey
made speeches, hut we have not space for
them. Several signed the pledge. The

A fire last night In Pittsfield destroyed
Tuttles three story block, Jenkins two
story block and McDougals Fancy Goods

XOT1CEN.
;

ui

narni

win

umn

C. C. Burkill,

uuui

Treas.

—C. C. Burrill Insurance Agent represents the Standard Companies of the country. a few o! whom, are the Old -Etna of

Hartford, Hanover, German, American,
Amazon, Bangor. Agricultural. Atlas, and
These comseven others equally as good.
panies continue to insure against loss by
Are or lightning, on terms as favorable as
other souud

call, and

see

companies. Give Burrill a
for yourselves. Correspon-

dence solicited.
Cmacfae.

i

Sec.; John
W

I

Cl

Hadley.

Ionian.;., 1

IGlitliiV

W

I)

Higgius. L. H. s.; Aluia P. Higgins,

A.

yours.

on

Saturday

was

eve.

(

indebted to tne

—

1
■

|

j
!

the

Kerri

Ha.no* k. ■*>.—Court of Probate, FeVy Term
A. D.. i*7*;.
U:.on the foregoing Petition, Ordered
’Ti* it
said Widow give public notice to all persons ineie-ted, i.y cjusing a ropy of this Older to be
publish* d tnree we. k- sin
ssively hi lb** EM-w
h Amei lean, a Ut-W'paper published in EllsWortfi. iu -aid < ounty that they may a(• :■* ar at a
Court 4d Pi ,bale J.M S.ud Couilty, "to bo held at
the
J1
Ellsworth, on
Wednesday <*i Apr.
next,at ten i»Y|ock iu the forenoon and shew
cause, if any they have, why the »umo should
not be granted.
Jw7*
PARKER TUCK. Judge,
.vttest
f has. P. Dorr, Register.
A true copy —Attest: ( has. P. Dorr, R4*gister.

I.oan*

J

j
j

a

injury.

326.035. 00
114.350 00
25026590
41.660.u9

call,

on

City and County Bonds,
Bank and Trust Co. .Stocks,
First Mortgage It. It Bonds and

Stocks.
Balance in hands of Agents, an l
uncollected office piemiuins,
Accrued Interest on Bonds sad
Mortgages and Call loans,
Real Estate,

37:250.00

99,163 96
7.307

22

17,109.49
|$ 1,592,775

00

WALCOTT, President.:
I. R1M8KN LANE. Sec’y.
CHAS.
L.#ROK,
Asst Sec’y.
THOMAS JAM ES, Actuary.
*ENJ. S.

CHARLES

C.

BURR1LL,

Agent.

INSURANCE CO.,
CINCINNATI.

Exhibit, Jan, 1st, 1876.

Financial

ary

17. is;c.

»
pt-r bid. I 50»525 PickleApp
gal.
.12 Figs per lb.
dried per lb.
.2i>a 2
J.OO Lemons
lleau- per bu.
#- V’nlo.oi
Reel ''teak per lb. ,2oa25 sugar granulated
» d
Veal per ii,
t.,*r lb.. 12*
.'•'»«I
Ko.if.ts
coffee A II,
li«
< **rned
.I0ul2 Molasses Havana
-1"
1*1 lie
er gall,
4 *»
15:t !<•
•Salt P -rk
Porto Rico
.31
lerked Bed per 11,
per gall. .70a75
At a Court of Probate holden ut Ellsworth wltldn
-1** Tea Jap.
Humli».
.iioa-o 1
and for the t ounty of ilaneock.ou the'l.-t Wed»
*1'
Lard Leaf
<J«I.
.50h75
"
ne».lay of Feb. A 1>.. l-T'..
.12ai.’» Tallow
Laiuh
.ns
C.
W<g)DMAN, and al. Execntors of
.-.tin | ••dvhard*'
Motion
.VOOurt.no I rpilKo.
1 i.e last w id and
x
estanu-n t of Daniel Rob3ua35 Coal
B-U*r
ton
*».50n'.,.i 0 I inson, late of
Bn-kspoi t. in said < mm ty, deceu*.U* Oil Lin-M‘\ga!.
C «*e-e
.75
«•■!
ti
their
J l account ot adunnisiving
presented
•*
.12al<>i
Chickens
ker«
.2«i j t rat ion
up mi said e-tole tor Probate
Cranberries per bu.
VVhile Lead pure
* Ordered —1 nut Die said Executor*
give notice
H-'"
lla.lt j thereof to all persons interested,
per ib.
by causing a
oifee
ton $lo.al2.o" 1
per lb. .3u;»4o Hay
of this Order to be published three weeks
copy
1.00 Nails
bu.
lb.
.06 to or
Barley
successively iu th** Ellsworth American, printed
631 Herds Grass ** bu. 3.50
bu
Oats
in Ellsworth, that they may appear at a Probat**
•*
Corn Meal
$LW* R»-d Top
l..#o
4 oiirt
t
to be holden ut Ell-worth, on the-n l
shorts
bag $2.25 (;|overperlb
.15
Wednesday *d Apr. next, at ten ot Hie clock in Die
Kmc Feed
,12j ; forenoon, a id shew uu-e. if any they nave why
2At)| rall .->kins
Cotton >eed Meal
Pells
50.u>*o
the same sr.ould not be allowed.
2.25, Wool per lb.
.32a42
per bag
3w6*
Parker Tick, Judge.
Lumber Hemlock
Eggs per doz.
A true Copy—Attest :Ciias. P. Dork, Register.
Fi.-h Dry Cod per lbiu.
50
per
$9
J
11.al4.po
.O5a07, “.spruce
At a Court of Probate holden al Ellsworth with1 olh*ck
pme
12 ato.u,
,04a05|
in
and b>r the County ol Hancock, on the 1-t
J
Alwives. per doz
Shingle Pine Lx.
Wednesday el Feb. A. D
1*76.
•'*
5
Piga Fee*.
Cecar
V. MILL*, Guardian of Hattie A.
I nne
.OGa.u:
Douglass, ami a!*., of Bionksville, iu said
Hites p< rib.
04,0
^
t.ouuty, «le**ease*l—having pre-euled Ins .id acFlour sup. per bbl.
L.o
spruce
count of administration upon said estate for Pro$'» 5»*aS.OO
scoot
1 25
bate.
7.5ua8.5o 1 (J lap boards spruce
XX
“XXX**
v.
30.00
Ordered’—Taat tli** said guardian give notice
.S.50.M..V;
< ho,« «.
9.5oall ..»o
No
1
10.00
Spruce
j therc*d to all prisons interested, by causing a
.15
40.00
Tongue per ib.
pine Clear
oiler lo be
pitbli-lied th ire Weeks
cop> of t!
Buds »' .u Flour
-uc e.-*iv rly in the
v\.
50.00
Ellsworth Auieiican, printed
in E.:-ivoiP
1 75
that lliev may appear at .» Probate
per lb. .0*. |.alh >j,ruCe
Graham Flour
:
"in
to be b-'ldeji at Ell-worth, on Die JJ WedPme
t*al
1 emenl
«»al Meal
2**0
nesday <*1 Apr. next, al lo ol the clock in Die
per cu.-k
Rice
1.35
Lime
•**.!
forenoon, an .-how cause if any they have, why
-o*
Cracked VVheal
the .-ame should uot be allowed.
Bi n k per ill $8.ll 12-00
Potatoes per bu.. Raisius
11,
3w 7*
.lda.20
Parker Tuck. Judg*
.Id
A true Copy—Atte-t: C’Ha.h P. Douit. R. g
prunes
lb
Bologna -au-age
* Muon*
bu.
$l.oo! Tomatoes per lb.
ti
•*■* Peaches
Beets
per crate
\otiu«* of I'ortH'luNurr.
2 50a3.0o
j Turnips
10aL> i’amariuds per lb.
(. abbage per head
.iu
MKLTIAII K C II A HE,
ou.
7oab0
lit,
y
I
V.
Andrew a. Fiskk.
HEREBY give public notice, that I have a
claim by uior'gage upon a certain pan el ol
land situated in liluehiii, in Die County of Hanco. k, ile- eribed as follows, to wit:—Beginning at
Die center of the load u*-.ir the dwelling house ol
Hoiuealic Pori-,
the late Nehi*miah Hinckley, thence south seven
S W Harbor—Ar d, Sch Kate Newman, Newdegrees east thirty-one rods to land lurmerly
man. New Castle, Md. tor Calais.
belonging t" \<ldison Dodge; thence north -4 I*
Ar -, Sch Clara Sawver, Bran scorn, Salem.
grees west by •said !*odgc’s land twenty-seven
ro*l? to land now or formerly belonging i"o Isaac
Aril, i; SR Cutter 'Levi Woodbury, Evans, on
Merrill; thence ty -aid Merrill’s land North l.*de
cruise.
grees west eighteen ioJs and twenty links to cor
ne*; thence north seventy-five degre* s cavt’27
rods and ten links by land now or formerly owned
by Holt A Wescott, to corner; thenee north 15
degrees west two rods to corner: thence north
HItV-flve degrees east about one rod to place oi
Ellsworth—Feb. 9th, by Rev. Dr. Tenney, Mr.
beginning, containing four acres more or le.-s.
Chas. Clements, of Ml. Desert, and Mrs. Sarah C.
Ai&o, another parcel ol land situated in
BlueSalisbury, of Eden.
Mr.
hill, aforesaid, being the saiuo couveye*! by deeil
J.
H.
Franklin— Feb. 12th, by
Doyle, Esq.,
from William P. ’Tenney, and John P. Tenney, Il
Wilturc. Hovey, of Plantation No. 7, and Miss
said Andrew A. Kiske.ou the fit h * lay of Noveiu
Ada F. Whittaker, of Franklin.
her, A. I)., 1857, being the “Clough Field.’’ sc
called, and containing fifteen acres more or less
reference being hud to said deed for a more lul.
**

*•

*•

|S5oo.oon.O'»

< apital. paid In,
Surpla-.

( ash

475.2s2.00

ASSETS:
6. Oevernmcut Bondi, market
value,
Real fcaiate in Cincinnati,
Mortgage Loans, (fir?>t In ns oa
property in ini* Stale.
( ash in Hunds of
Treasurer,
Collateral Loans,
I’-eiaio ns in hands ot Agent* an 1
in course of transmission,
Stale and Corporation Bonds, market
value.
Bills recelrable,
Duo from oiher Insurance Companies
and Personal Property
Accrued Interest,
C

]

j

•■

••

'*

Mi 59

322.SOS. 31
*47.641 67
15*2,' >4 (’3
102,997.89

80,550 37
14.0*22.76
10, iei <■'.
1J.0O1.T4
15 987.83

'*

*-

tiro**

••

1

••

<

AdtCti

ling Losses
oilier Liabilities,

>ut*taa

#

*75,232.0#

and

%yj 30\J 57

Net Assets Jmb. 1,

1876,

#475,975.4*

<

[

j

Flv, per ernt. Dividend D*cl»red M»v *ut 1-7^.

**

*•

j

•R'J

GEORGE

•*

OA7.ZAM V.ANNO,

j

!'res idem.
D.

•*

strengthened

the

*■

••

N

ItYKoN D, WKsT,
tm-rttury.
COM I Ni.OltK, Trmwirfr.

••

Nothing is

so

insiduous

as a

cold

CHAS.

Republican

or

cough

Poison does not make a swilter|progre«8 in the
system. 4Jse promptly the only sure antidote,
Halk’s Honey of Hokehouxd and 1’ar.
Pike’s Toothache Drops Cure in one minute.

keeper in Haverhill, Mass., writes
has suffered with rheum itisin so that he was
scarcely able to walk at times; he had tried all
kinds of Unimenls, pain killers and reliefs without help. In 1872, he tried llenne’s Magic Oil
and it entirely cured him.
A store

he

la Phosphorus Thought*

The Medical and Surgical Reporter publishes
result of the observations of Dr. L. Hodges
*Vood, wherein |that gentleman proves that
Phosphites are actually consumed during menHis doctal work by the process of thinking.
trine would imply the necessity of suppl>ing
the material phosphates directly, during the
[>eriod of great mental toil, be it study, anxiety
the continued contemplation of a single theme,
or other labor tending to weary the intellect.
On account of its adaptability, its safety, its
quality of being easily administered, and of its
causing perfect assimilation of lood,and above
all of its magnificent toning effect upon the
Fellows’ Comnervous and muscular ti^ue.
pound Syrup ofHypophoaphites stems destined to supplant not only all other preparations
from Hhosphorus. but every other tonic, and
obtain general use.

the

It is astonishing how little notice is taken oi
ordinary cold or a slight cough, when sc
many suffer from Catarrh and Consumption,
which are directly traceable to these causes.
In out changeable climate, no one should travel without being provided with a remedy for t
sudden attack, of this kind. Forest Tar is om
of the best preparations for that purpose, am
Forest Tar Troche s is a very convenient forn
of it. Prepared by The Forest Tar *Co., Port
land, Me., and sold by all druggists.

Agent

•*

I

1.

3X11.

Is7(>.

*•

I

lAKINE LIST.

M A It It 1 K D.

L> L & l)

a

BURRILL-

C.

••

-J'<

—The Philadelphia Press thinks it would bo
just iu the Democratic line for somebody to
bring forward a resolution in the House censuring Lincoln,Stanton and Sewardt&pologizing for
the calling out of troops and the issuing of the
Enettu-ination Proclamation,
recommending
his mureh to the
the cashiering of.Sherm in
sea, ayd trial of tiram lor his unconstitutional
acceptance of Lee’s sword at Appomattox.

an

59S.637.30

—

>

A

j

#101.766.92

County of Cash to B inks and Office,
United States 9 per cent. Bonds,
Bonds and Mortgages, being first
lien on improved real estate in the
Cities of New York aad Brooklyn,

j

«

writer in one ot our standard medical journals,says: ‘‘I was cured of dropsy in oue
Hunt* a
month by using Hunt’s Remedy.”
Revxedy cures all diseases of the kidneys, blad.
der and urinary orgaus.

formed at Bass Harbor
With the
Feb. 12th.

more

in

ACTION

Corrected Weoklv

Busmess Notices.

the choice of Win. N. Abbott. President;
J. S. Dodge and M. R. Rich, Vice Presidents; Howard Abbott, Secretaay; J. A.
Peckham and Jabn F. Norwood. Monitors.

“That the world is

MIUTE, of Stockton,

ixf assumpsit to recover filty-fonr dollars ami e ghty-ttvc cent-*, a balance alleged
to b* due plain (iff from defendant according to
the account annexed, to writ:
Writ dated September 2tth. 1*75, returnable at
the term of said Court, holden ut Ellsworth, on
the second Tuesday ot October A. D., 1*75, Ad
damnum $150.
O. I*. CUNNINGHAM.
Attorney for plaintiff.

'*

A Newfoundland dog. at

G. M.

The Lyceum will meet every Saturday
evening at 6 1-2 P. M. The question for
Resolved—
next Saturday eve. will he;

S 1 C T i

uilice; iha> her ni' iimstances tender it necessuiy
that 5he shoubl fi i\*e more ol u 1 I’ers vital Es—Nine.* th opening of tip* present session of
i tate than slit- is entitled t*» oil a distribution
«>ugre-s. thirteen hills and two ...
thereof
she therefore prays that your Honor
hearing on *j-le-tinn* of n ati.m il tin in*o have
yy oil'd g'ant Ii*
-.i• -ti allow an--*- out ’..I' rii
Perh-»*a introduced by I> ‘tip, *r:tti..r in-tubers ol
am
sonal Estate,
your dls.netnni von may
':f'
House
A
thes
Itepr *nt itn
determine ne> e-- u\ and prope.*, and tor the uph
iI• epfi -r iu feit»*r or -;>i it to in e arly ‘reo:n:ui-sloners
lo
act out h*
p‘influent of
sumption *d specie payin nr, and all propo-e Powet in mu I Estute.
in one w i\ or another to disli *u *r t!p* solemn
Haitie E Grlknk.
Feb. 1st 1*7*;
pledg** of tip* it i*i >ti on tin-an I kindr 1 -uheet-.—' N. V. Times.
*T V I E * »F M AINE.

Trrinoul

—A Lyceum

CKO. A.
Waldo.

ELLSWORTH PRICE CURRENT.

R. U. S.

Kespecttuliy

the

\ s.

Harj»er*s Weekly

full health, that the commurecovered from the shock.

press thus far has

—The Eastern State Normal School hat Soldier than to the Statesman." To which
South Xorridgkwock,
)
Me., Dec. 18tb. 1861. $
135 pupils. The new teachers are very all are cordially invited.
Dr. LiGHthill—Dear Sir: Permit me to
—The High school will commence on j
successful and popular. The High. Gramexpre?* my gratitude to you for the wonderful store with all their contents, and the ConI
•■ure >>f deafness which you have performed
the West side of the Harbor on Monday !
mar and Intermediate schools are prospert upon my father, who i* almost 79 years of age. gregational Church. The blocks included
under
the
next.
of
Mr.
management
ing
Augell
ai d has been
hard of hearing for nearly 20
postoffice, and Telegraph office, Times and Misses
>• »r«. and for the last six years has been so
Whiting and Brown.
—Deacon Clark is cutting ice for next
f dyaf a* to render any conversation with and Prohibition. Herald office and several
summer, and finds it some twenty inchel
him almost impossible. But now after your stores. Loss estimated at 840,000. well
i Bluehill
[ invaluable services have been rendered to him insuredthick.
with such happy results, he can hear with
—Ou Thursday evening Feb. 10th, the
—A telegram was read from Capt. NewA three atory block at Henniker was alnearly the alertness of a child. Wishing you
noted ^liberality of the Bluehill people
the happiness and success you so ricblv merit,
man of the scb. Silver Heels, last week,
so destroyed by tire with its contents last
I
I *ign myself
Yours’
R. A. Davis.
found expression in a visit to the Baptist
dated at St. Georges Bay, Newfoundland,
Loss on building about 82.500,
night.
Parsonage of the friends ot the Pastor, that
they were ftazen In.
Cure of Diseased Eyes—Statement of Colonel insured. The block was occupied by EveKev. Jos. H. Taylor. They all contribu“Cousin John."
rett’s store, Morse, cigar maker and AuroAlden. Augusta. Me.
ted a generous supply of provisions, a sun
ra Masonic Lodge which loses all its furnt money, and other very acceptoble presTV Whom it may Concern:
charts. The flra was
I >r. B. Lighthill a few years since treated one niture. records and
■teabea.
cuts, for which the Pastor and Ida wife deof my son* for sore eyes, and it gives me pleaincendiary.
1
—Last Tuesday, Henry Godfrey am I
sire to express their appreciation
anc
ure to recommend him to all needing his serThe Paint shop of Lewis Brown of this
sou while at work in the woods, saw
vice-.. a* my son was very much benefitted by
warmest thanks. Such generosity recelvei
him.
D. Alden.
city, was burnt about inidoigbt. loss #1000 its own reward, and especially when it if black Itear. Taking their guns they fol
Augusta. October 26th. 1875.
no insurance.
lowed the bear to its den and killed it
the result of self-denial. The evening wai
300 lbs. On look
Letter from Hon. Ira Fish.
spent very pleasantly, the givers as well a i The bear weighed over
The Weather.
the receivers appearing very happy, thi , ing about the den they foond a cub but 1
Patten, Me.
i
War Department,
few hours old. Young bruin is learning
For several
former realizing no doubt that it is non
I have been afflicted wit]
year*
* Office of the Chief Sigual Officer.
>
the C atarrh
I have tried many
to feed from a spoon.
prescription
blessed
to
than
to
receive.
give
the;
May
m.
l
lor it without receiving
Washington. D. C. Feb. 16, 1 a.
any benefit therefrom
A. C Hagebtut.
1 have taken your medicine about two month
receive tenfold,according to their own gen
Probabilities.
and it has cur*-d me. I would recommen
erous hearts.
barometer
New
thus, who are afflicted with this disorder to a{ j
England, rising
For
—The judges of the Supreme Judicis 1
Jos. II. Taylor.
ply to you. I am confident, if they will strict falling temperature. Northerly to Westerly
court, at Baugor, unanimously decided th s
ly fodow your directions, that a cure will b
The winter term of Bluehill Academ;
school mill tax to be constitutional. Judg t?
winds, decreasing in force, decidedly cold
effected, however inveterate the case mav be
will close Friday eveuiug Feb, 18, with i Danfortb wag absent.
3mo7
Ira fish.
and generally clear weather will prevail
Somerset Co..

appearance in the Stare

!

1

1,392,773.09

j

unex-

—The Washington correspondent of the N.
V. Tribune says that every encounter in t on-

G

Lewis Conners, W. M.; Marilla Thomas,
VV. D M.; Clara liiggins, W. A. S,; Ellen

AMBROSE WHITE, of Itucksport, in
County of Hancock,

•-

morn-

Political Notes.

W. T.; Flora E. Ladd.

$

<

Lodge

i

i>ay

Ui-vrnlv Johnson.

Ben-

W. C. T.; Etnily M. Branseoui, NN V. T.;
Bloomfield Higgins. W. See.; Jesse H.
Mayo. W. Chap.; George* W. Mayo, \V. F.

Asset 9,

—

crossing on
the Rochester road near Alfred.on W* dm »day. stopped a train by standing on the
track and harking, thus preventing a team

1

14

Hancock, ss—Supreme Judicial Court, October
Term, A. !>., 1*75.

any mm to forget that the democratic !
paity is ii »\v what it ha- been for many years I To I II K II N.
Judge «*l Probate for the County
th<- p difieal organization of those who aimed
ol Ilnur
k
to d< -t r -y tip* National Futon and t tovernment
b
u
gned, Widow of Joseph W. Greene
tor rip* ln-* -t and mo-t revolting of purposes, i
1 -it** of Bln*■•‘iid. ;ii -.i! 1 County. d*-ce.i-ed- reand who -lill d<-elan* that their view-. except *
i*;.re-eiits lhat said dceeased dn-d
spectful.y
»
a- t
th** practicability ot secession, remain un•-! Personal Estate, an Inventory
of
p
v\ i.
be. n duly leturued info the
changed."
h be
Probate

line*, while every hone ol contention which
members, and is in a flourishing condition. i lias been dexterously thrown into the demoThe following officers were installed Sat- cratic camp has been picked up by some unurday evening, Feb. 5th by James E. Ila- wary gentleman, to his own sorrow and the
mor.
Deputy : Alexander Higgins, detriment of his party.

meeting broke up about eleven o'clock,
and this was the end of a very successful
celebration of the Club's first anniversary.

Hancock Co., Savings Bank.—Money
deposeted in this Bank on or before the

—

night.

John

—

was

1)2.299

291,739.20

cause

The second trial of Thomas W. Piper
tor the belfry murder in Boston resulted in
a verdict of guilty of murder in tin* lir-t dcThe verdict was rendered'Thursday
g ec.
—

$500,son so
687,717.75

Fuad,
outstanding Liabilities,
Net Surplus,

j

lias not vet

< harle* Carter. Andrew J. Car- 1
from
aud Benjamin Carter. Not tardy once.
Eugene Higgins. Joseph Higgins. Cora B.

ter.

L««TL

ol

1070.

Cash Capital,
Reinsurance

|

—

number 24.

of the

Jail. 1st,

lot.il

1

T

Annual Statement,

47th Semi

wuiuutr

State ot* Maine.

moment

one

BROADWAY. KEW YORK.{

I

•*

Not absent one half day. Ku ene Higgins. Lester Pray, John Pray, Freddie
Pray. Fannie Pray, Addle Pray. < *»ra B
Higgins. Cora Walls, May Wall*. George

I)r. Tenney said the Club had demonstrated the dignity of human character show-

ing it to be strong enough to rise
slough.. Intemperance was not

|

—The school in district number 9. closed
Feb. 2. Whole number of pupils 27. average

1M

Upon the loregoing, it appearing to the Court
that the -ai.i defendant at toe the date of the >ervice
of the writ, was not an inhabitant of this
31 tf.
Mate, and had no tenant, agent or attorney within
the
same, an d that he
had no notice of tin*
s Dim M IC > Ai.Kit iii s.— l,*u
Tit
ivcrsally ac- pendency ot ttiis-out, it is ordered, that notice
knowledge*! the best in u-e. Ka* h p oind ik-ars
lie given to the said George A- Shute. by
thereof
the name of JaMKS l'VLK. None genuine w .th«
! publishing an abstract of the Wi it, and this order
out.
Ivn24*?5
thereon. three weeks successively in the Ells worth
Am* rican. the last publication to be at least thirty
Lyon's K atiiukon prevents the Hair from 1 days bet.no the next term of this Court, to be
he;
l at Kll'\v..i th within and for tin* County of
fai mg
I’-ning grjy, renews it-growth, 1
II tnc.M'k, on the second Tuesday of April next.
and gin*- strength and vigor.
It is delightfulIn* ma> then and there, in said Court
tb.it
appear
Iv
j.. rfum* d. ami m ik* s a -plendid <lr,--siiig.
an I
-Ii vy
ill-'* il any lie have,
why judgment
It i- tip* ehea|H*st and most desirable Hair Tonshould not b. rendered against him and execuic ,*ver prod.ici’il.
F-ed hv tIn* elite. Price
u
tion issue
rdingly.
0 mos. ,‘fi»
only 50 cents.
wtest —H. B. Saunders, < lerk.
Vbst a t •*! ii.c writ
and Order of Court
thereon.—A ileaf, il. B. Saunders. Clerk.
-ay- that nothing "should
In*tanter cures Tooothache iu

%%'«••! Eden.

Instead of howl-

ei'uu,

Co,

Fire Ins,

—

•—oujjiciucuumimi

Agent

HANOVER

serving him with an attested copy ol the writ and
order of Court thereon, or by publishing the
•ame in the Ellsworth American, three weeks sue
cessively, the last publication, or service aforesaid, to be at least thirty days before the next
term of this Court to be holden at Ellsworth withtu and for the County of Hancock, ou the second
Tuesday of April next, that he may then amt
there appear and answer to said suit if ho thinks
fit.
Attest: II. It. SAUNDERS, Clerk.
A true copy of the writ and order of Court thereAttest:
II
on,
It. SAUNDERS, Clerk.

Prepared by Fessenden A Co. Itocklund

Nows.

L«wis H. Stephens, a distinguished
physician whs examined the hod)* shortly
after it was found, gives the followiug alii- theoiy of the cause of his death.
Mr.
John-on either fumbled over a piece of
coal, or being seized with vertigo or incipient systems ut apoplexy and striving to
save himself moved toward- the west end.
tlien.-e
along the northerly side of the
Executive Mansion, until reaching the
door leading into the basement, when he
swayed around to the south and fell striking tiis head tlr>t against a sharp corner of
the granite base corner ct the House and
then the pavement of rough cobble stones.
At this instant probably, tin* bones of the
nose were fractured and one joint of the
second Anger o! the right hand was dislocated. Death must have resulted almost
iu-tantly from the fractures of the skull.
Mr. Gwine. Attorney-! ieneral of the State,
sou-iu-law of Mr. Johnson, is of the opinion that he was seized with virtigo and
fell as he hail in a similar attack while
attending the trials in South < arolina several years since.

ot

the front the idea

3Itf.

l)r.

P.

Yours.

apparently

nity

show some new law of Nature.

Maine.

in

ing for more law ami about officers each
member said for himself. *•/ will arise.*
and 1 will compel them to enter in !'*

la.

In the Bank of Portland case today, an
accountant has been testifying as to

Wm. R. Smith.

it brought

to

personal responsibility.

that dale.

a slight cold his bearing would
imperfect, and at time- quite alarming. expert

Respectfully

quantity

Rev. Mr. I .yon.tbougt tbeClub

iirsi

(Meeting.

roKixAND,

.v.

the

**

greatly

.fi

Ptj*»uiout

reducing

we were

intended to go to PortuHe denies having any cash

or

in

believed in organizations of tein- I ially the two last, can cross the high land
peranee. Distillers and Brewers organize,
west of Tunk River, then crons Tunk Rivand Reformers must band against tnem.
er and its tributaries and then get over the
Handy spoke of the efforts of the early high laud E. of Tunk River to get into

consumed annually was 12 1-2 gallon- for
every man woman and child. He thought

moment.

M nine.

library and about the State House ye-trr- |
day. while the Legislature was in pension,

—

Narraguagu*. esj e .ally from Gould»b> r >.
as it lays below, or Seaward, of the mouth
Rural" may b** able
of the Narracuagus.

after hi-

pected

anniversa-

colonists to suppress rum and how they
failed until in 1792 the amount of rum

Insurance

Till

changed by 1 iter develop* in* nls this
ing. H.s death was so sudden and

League,

affected, and he

■

an

ted evil, hut was the result

later dispatch.

d attack-continued to increase the dUi f
.,ty ."and always left him in a worse condition.
I take gr* at pleasure in saying that your
j treatment entirely relieved him: he ha- since
'll tiu p-turn of the d.ib ulty. and 1 thiuk hun
i entirely restored. 1 am nappy to give this uns*
i* it* d testimony to vour -kill and success so
far a.- my -on i- concerned, who I have no
t<»r your treatment, woulu have been
entire iy deprived of hi* hearing.

0

Schools

Winslow tlie Boston torger was arrested
here to-day at the instance ot the Ameri-

i with

a"

J.

are
considering
repeal the law providing

to

in

"

repairs, belong-

or

The finance committee

From William R. Smith. Esq.. Treasurer Augusta
Savings Bank.
!»»:. Li*

will report a
taxation, vessels in

elections.

proposition

a

«

i

VESSELS.

Corainitte

Deafness.

■

A

TAXATION OF

Winslow the Boston

wing testimonial a- to the skill and
r Pr. r. K. L ghthid. ha- Is
:>
:i voiunand without s-. ;• itat:->n handed tha' gent.*-iu.in.
It i- th* • xj re-siuU of one who i-;
to admit that had it not been for Pr.
!.•-■ d!i..i ti- s-.n w*.>uId have continued entire•'
1. : th--* whoar< in like manner at: '.el -.:id 5'oml-r.
Pr. Lighthill i* now
Man-ion House, where he may
is- <-oilsulted :
T.i

EXEMPT

FINANCES.

Kennels-. Journal. Nov. Gtli.

Permanent and Radical Cure of

|

ug to parties out oi tlie state; also a constitutional amendment to prevent bribery

t

1-7'*.

j

Chilcottthought such

one

Ho you want to save your children. If you
do, go to (}. A. Pareher and get a box ot Fessenden's Worm Kxpeller. It is the surest
safest and be-t worm medicine now in u-e.
F«»r sale by all druggists Tor 2o cents, or sen*
by mail on receipt ot the price.

l iie main facts connected with the sudden aud tragic death of Keveidy Johnson
in the ground- attached to the Executive
Mansion, a* telegraphed la*' nigtir. are not

I notice in your last issue. “That “Rural** in his Survey of this County, says.
ry more glorious than those of bloody bat- ; “The Territory drained by the Naraguagu*
ties. Hoped our children might celebrate is a part of Franklln.Sulliyun, and Gould*future anniversaries after we were dead.
borough.** I wish “Rural,** to explaiu
w. O. McDonald of the Tem|>erance how the waters from these Towns, especJ. C.

ACCIDENT

Term, 1575.
Upon the loregoing, the Court Order—I hat notice be given to the said Leonard F. E. Jarvis, by

IMPORTANT TO TIUVELEIIM.
When you visit or leave the City of NEW
YORK, save annovance and expense of carriage
hire and stop at the 4> II IVI) I HON HOTEL, opposite the Git A N LM EXTRAL DEPOT.
It ha* over 350 elegantly furnished rooms and is
tilted up at an expense oi over $900,000. Elevator, steam and all modern improvements.
Ku
The REMTALUA ATM, Lunch
rope,»n Plan
Counter and Wine Rooms are supphed with the
best the marki-t can lurnish. The cuisine is unsurpassed. Rooms for a single person. $!, $150,
and
per day .rich suites for families proportion
atoly low. so that visitors to the city and travelers can live more
luxuriously, for less money, at
the GRAND CMOS, than at any other Urst-class
Hotel in the city. Stages and Cars pass the Hotel every minute for a'l parts <>t the
City.
G. F. X W. D. GARRISON, Managers.
IV42

season.

General

<jrn.p.

By Request.

-AND-

>

w

on

the standard of the cross

to

Marine, Life,

or

Witness, John Appleton, Chief Jast'ce of said
Court, at Ellsworth, this i.kl day of September, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-five.
II. It. SAUNDERS, Clerk.

Prepared by Wiggin & Co. Rockland

Instanter cures Toothache in

j

g

—The Lynn Praying
Band of Lynn
Mas*, are to beat watervilie this work,
occupying the Methodist church. It is ex
peeled that an active religious interest will
!»*• awakened by
them.
They have lately
been in Farmington where they have been
in
their
work.
successful
very

Supper

its good work.
It did not go out
with the ice as predicted last winter.

indefinitely postponed.

w as

hill to exempt from
process of eoa-triietion

a

!.u.

Club

FISHING.

1

!

Tlie
K

of 20 to 0.
st'NDAY

...

I
1 •!•

can* for sneers on the street.
James Larkin of the St. Joseph Society,
flew the Eagle a bit. and congratulated the

I 111 ml rixl

robbery.

on the next Saturday evening, lor
hic h the said Band do beg of the >ald Ladies. to accept their best thanks.

didn't

527.24

*

Important Letter from Frank 0. Whitehouse. Esq.. Augusta. Me.

>

I.akeville Piautation gratuity rewas pa.-sed by the Senate.

The-

gl. K5.

this city, inform- uwith chronic calarrli

Iviiiil

—The Grand Jury at Bangor reported
12.'*
tins afternoon.
lupior indictments
were found and jJO of a miscellaneous ch irrailroad
H« ?* r.
is indicted for
European
killing Jasper Kobe its. Fred Godfrey of
Bangor is indicted to assault with intent
to kill, aud two young men for highway

eat

tabled at the iu-

uge

trinnr

HERITAGE,

•>,

sor

an anniversary
much indebted to the Ladies of the village
supper next year.
John Kief thought the influence of the ! for tlie iu«ist plcnt fill and excellent supper,
and there was sufficient entertainment left,
women was the great help of the Club,
*o that, they eujoyed a plentiful ami social
When lie »aw how happy his home was. he

Home, $2000.) and the Portland Orphan
\-yiutn $2000.) pending their final pa—

•

ttr-i

price.

attach

Me.

—Jmt previous to the concert by ProfesDavis of Boston, at Fryeburg.last evening. the large chandelier in the Congregational church fell with a crash, breaking in
Fortunately the lights were extinpuces
guished by the fall. A defective screw
thread in fastening was the cause.

1 l.KMKN.

-■•

■

flocking

vim

—

ZJJ~ Sold by S. D. Wiggin, Ellsworth; A.
J. Jordan, Oriaud, and It. B. Stover, Bucksport.

of

ness.

intend the iaw.
1*75.
K*»v »:*«ri I»ec.
j
l.t'.imun —A feeling of deep ravel and sell intoxicating
liquors In ora*
mt.-rt -: a- Wi ]i
j l*i and samples. It provides tor additionj
!.i
or 'laughter** <y.-. coni-1
ateimuH. -ine. rely hoping
tl penalties of nlltd tor the lir-l
offence,
thi-vicinity, who are similarly 1200 and costs lor the second offence and I
■fit by »ur treatment. W
and the KiUfraid K ind was on hand with
u addition tlierelo three months
ab it
gbt years ago since we visitimprison- I
its generosity and good music.
A«_ .-:
with our little girl.Ger- n ut
for each sale.
It was ordered
en years of
md ffl l i for
g
After mu-ie, and the invocation by Mr.
be
A
-!c w a- tv\ » v» r- of
printed.
I .you, Mr. J«»y. the President announced
re le.irtullv sore, * -au«cd by
COINTV TAXIS.
\i'er trying a
aud Tid
our
the purpose of the meeting to be
to cele- :
lie..
The resolve, levying a tax on the several
sk;i. in thi- vicinity an 1 b-ing
brate their first anniversary, and it was |
in re than onthat our child would 1*
ountics was amended iu the Senate, by
e
h- ard of and applied to you. The
worth celebr.itiag for they had fifty re*r »th. rly interest you. a then perfect
ductug the amount assessed ou Waabing- formed
men who were true to their
word.
:u
!• -ted m h r, gave u*
urag*
; o.i
County from $15,(IJO to $10,000.
H< then called out his Speakers. ,1. \V.
at once,
t mjer y our trealm* lit. aud
we.
.*t. unions, in thn
k*
RESOLVES.
y -r
i’atteu *>aid he had stuck to it for a year,
girds <ve* were well, and havi
—'The
The resolve a|ipropriatlng $2tv; 17 from
and was going on in the same way, and
The entertainment wat a
<i
tver
-im-e; she ha- never since ]
w, ak
yes. but can read or -tudy b
.'is Indian fund for Joseph Granger, of urged the backsliders to give it another try.
continued until the tee<
was
danci,.g
w
a- 'he
Money c *u':d .'i.a;-. was tabled in tie
S. 1. Ha-kell had held out for the year,
hour* of the moruing. The music was nSenate; also the
^\'.i' rt -uA-.-f your-k.il and treat-i
11
.ng la-mav bem t vou and others,
solve in favor ot the Bangor Children’s j and should try to hold ont long enough to f ctleiit. aud the Band consider themselves
It.

Waterville,has

to

California, to the value of two hundred and fifty
dollars, and summon the said deiendant. (if he
may be found in your precinct.) to appear before
our Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court, next
to be holden m Ellsworth, within and for our
County ol Hancock, on the 2nd Tuesday |of October next, then and there in our said Court to answer unto Lewis W. Hodgkins, administrator of
the goods and estate which were of Joseph A.
Deane, deceased, late ol said Eliaworth, iu the
County of Hancock.
In a plea of debt, for that the said Deane in his
lifetime, to wit, on the 4th Tuesday oi October A
D., lf*>4, by the consideration of our Justices ot
the Supieme JudicialCnurt,holden at Ellsworth,
tor and within our County of Hancock aforesaid,
recovered judgment against the said Jarvis, for
the sum ol mnety*seveu dollars and seventy-four
cents, debt or damage and twenty-nine dollars
ami tweut>*iiine cent* costs of suit as by the record thereof, now remaining in the said S. J. Court
appears, which said judgment is in full lorcc and
not reserved, annulled or satisfied,
whereby an
action hath occurred to the said plaintiff, t o have
and to recover jt said Jarvis, the|said mentioned
sums with interest since the rendition of said
judgment, together with ninety cents for writs ol
Execution.
Yet though olten requested, the said defendant
has not paid said sum but neglect so to do. *o the
damage ot said plaintiff (as he says) the sum of
two hundred and fifty dollars, which
|shall then
ami ‘.here bo made to appear with other due damAud havo you there this writ, with your
ages.
doings theiein.

Pareber’s and get a bottle of Wiggin’s Pelletts.
They will cure you. For sale by all druggists
for 50 cents a bottle, or sent by mail on receipt

—Samuel B. Gillum of Belfast has a little daughter J years old last < )ctober. who
is a good player upon the piano, having
unaided learned to execute some diffleulf
tunes. She uses only the index lingers to
each hand, and can play fifteen or twenty
diflerent pieces with remarkable distinct

■

!

I

COMMAND YOU

WEestate of Leonard F. E. Jarv is,ofthethegoods
Statelot

Do you want to be cured of Dyspepsia, constipation, Piles and all diseases of the stomach
Bowels and Liver. II you do, goto (», A

—The Whig says the owners of the Sanford line of steamers propose to make An
excursion next summer to Philadelphia
from Bangor, to he at the Onteuntal on
tin* Fourth of July.
Another excursion is
being arranged for the middle of August.

Mr. J. W. King.
Pearl Smith.
Alonzo Tracy.
•lame* Oth,
Ford I lasting's, Karl of Oxford.
J. J. Some*.
U- G. Salisbury.
Iabenieer,
Lewi* Sum s.
11 gli Priest,
Edxar Paine.
olivej Twist,
1770,
Shepherd Rn hardson.
*
P. Some*.
Malay Pirate,
Mr. F. I. Ilaim»r.
M* \ican Ranehero,
Lewia M. Cornier*.
Night A day,
N. .1. SaDhury.
Ouisby.
Georg' H fitting.
Fireman,
AUn*or Kirh*rd*on.
Hunter.
Count F«*ix.
Capt. C. B. Pray.
Mr. Andrew Wood.
Henrv,hth.
Mr. < Stover
Han ir Andy, the F«m4.
Mr. Arthur Richardson.
Californian.
S. K. Whiling.
Navv officer,
1 apt. T. L >om* s.
Greek 1 landlord,
C. S. Green.
Mr.
Harlequin,
C. F. Parker.
BI*.»k Douiieo,
James Given.
Fireman.
J. it amor.
Indian Chief.
Highland >hepherd, Mr. Rufu* H<* Igkiu*.
N.
S.
Turk.
Kingsley.
Fat Man. light weight 040 1-4 lh*.
t. aj t. Wallace Richardson.
Prof. M.C. Withuni.
Engli*h Servant
Mr. J. Conners. Jr.
Walking Gent.
Black itotnino,
Lyinau 8ome<.

the

were

ing

Spanish Cavalier.
Italian Brigand,

rilling

process approached completion, and
tongues, now le-- occupied in tasting,

Kit

at

FIRE,

jli. S.J

John W. Perkins A Co., Portland. General
40 ly 75
agent*.

—

Mr*. Etta Richardson.
Etta SiNbury.
Old Maid’s Pink,
Mr*. J..I. Sum s.
Autumn.
Lizzie
Marshall.
Mi*«
Fancy Dres*.
Mrs. (J. E. somw.
Star of llo|>e.
Mr-. Sophia .Salisbury.
Flower Girl,
E. H. Piay.
Night.
M.C. lianiT.
t^uecn of Diamond*.
A.
J. Parker.
Mr*.
Taney Dress,

1 he Club and their Invited guests comfortaand then proceeded
to fill thems Ives.
The clatter of knives

Wheelwright

Irom the coinmiu
submitted an act to
relative to persons who

Thursday

a

bly tilled both table-,

gan to

temperance,

..

rhrated l^t

j

In the vicinity of Wlnthrop. Me., the
forest trees contain immense numbers of
caterpillar eggs on their branches, and it
is feared that this pest will be more than
usually destructive in that section the com-

Ella Klineiu.

reporter reported at the Club Kooui
and found two long tables
ranging the
whole length of the room, and loaded
down with all the good eatables that the
hi 1«worth ladies arc* so celebrated for.

LIQCOIt liP.NNF.RS.
Statement

«

are

Zena A. Grace.
Starlight.
Emma .I Wood.
t^uetMi of Stars,
AUa Hodgkin*.
Evening,
Mr*. L. J. lliggin*.
(1 odde** of Liberty,
K J. Steven*.
Mary, t^ueeu of Scott*.
Euima Sum *.
Evening Star.
Mi** Kate L. Heath.
Sailor** Daughter.
Mr*.
Kate Moore.
Si*ter t'r*illa,
Mis* Nellie Pray.
(Jueen of Star*,
Red, White, A Blue.

our

a

1 any settling lands, held
by the State
at 20cents an acre, in
quantities not ovor
100 a.-res for which the
purchaser shall
;.vc notes payable in one ami two
years,
n road labor iu the
township where the
land is. The bill was ordered to be
printI'd.

hi. -rs.lltn-

fiivn i.f tin,

FROM

MORRIS A
114 N. Third Street, Phila.

estate of the late
Mrs. Eliza Marshall of Alfred.
—'There is a great revival of religion in
progress a» Farmington, under tin* 4lirec-

Man Scott Siddons,
Isabella, (Jueeu of Spain.
Mr*. Lizzi«* Withura.
J. M. Conner*.
Lady,
Indian Prineei*. Mi*** Knima M. Wasgatt.
Tambourine (air!,
Cynthia M. Collin*.
(Jii»‘*’u of Starr,
Clara lliggin*.

-upper at the Club Kooui. and
he- in II tncock llall* At .-ix o'clock

sp.

lamK which empowers the land agent
unr
iler directum ot the Governor and Council
to

was

of

Night,

foots tin* bills.

i In-

ing by

public

—

duTl't irn.o.ina.

e

—The Colby University
received $1000 from tin*

Mir*. I Vila Pray.
Mary Some*.
Mr*. Fannie Pray.
M. A. Lelaud.

Hose*.
Snow Flake,

(Juecn

BEAT.

Stall.

at

Ladies.

Annivrmnrr of ihr KlUworih Krforui C'lnb.

and is claimed h_v both sides.
Mr. Porter of Burlington lias presented
bid relating to the settlement of the

r. sN.e *k. Dec.
Is-*,.
•• -t'.tv. tSiat Pr.
l.ightfiill completely
dm
in mv
right ear. which
r tie } a-t *J" year-, and my
\\
:i al-* b' lamc quite deaf during
b. gl el t<< give any infor1 v\
rcracit
1 re-id» on
ailing u!• ■!» mw. r. and have been a resident
-!.. 1
IT*.
\A M. V. P**K.

W

IIHV

onnor'w

|

very bml about it. Evidently there is no
need ot a new jail, although every
year,
moro or h-<
prisoners escape amt the

The question (lien recurred on ilie
pa*,
sage of the bill which went through by a
vote of 75 to OH the three Bangor
represen-

<

tint

His age

about 46 years.

Rkoke Jail.—Sewall Phillips, a poor
debtor confined in tils County Jail, on
night, having become tired of
it ! Thursday

THE HILL PApSKIL

Pr.

accoiupil-hed.
y ir- !•• do. bv In- curing
w.
known
n-of *1 afne-s am)
!
tin- i- a Stubborn fact, m»tiy,
:.ti* 1«
are now • .king
!i 1
If art! ted w ith !>• Mine-*.
-I
anv
di-.-a-. of the Kyc. J. ir or
•* i vou v\
*!i either amlfd advice or it
1* lict. do Dot
hesitate to call oil tin
< u! -ultati n i- free.

11

children.

—

(

Gov. Connor’s stall will be announcetl ns
j follows:oI Inspector General. Charles W.
Hoyt Smith.
Tilden
Castine; Surgeon General, I>r.
There were more than twenty, who were I Horatio X. Small of Portland; Judge AdCol. Horace II. Burbank
vocate
General,
not tardy once during the term.
On ac- !
ot Saco; Commissary General, Col. J. B.
count ol sickness ■ lie average was not so |
ef Pittsfield; Aids, Col. .1. \V.
I Peaks
Tkachkk.
large as expected.
Spaulding of Richmond. Col. Philo Horsey
of Belfast. Col. F. E. Heath 4>f Waterville.
HomrtvflW-.
; Col. J. T. Richards of Gardner; Additional
Aide, Col. G. E. Beal of Norway.
—The Somerville Hr ass Hand gave a
Ma«querade Hall.on the evening ol the Oth
—The President, Thursday, nominated
ot Feb. at Whiting's Hall. The maskers
Gen. George L. Beal to be pension Agent
and characters were as lollc-ws viz.:—
Portland.

!

arain practicing at
liamtor. ami is rermany win* require such
t ".v

nance.

x>

orphaned

as

State Nows.
€*ov.

THE

State of Maine.

I)r. Morris’ Syrup of Tar, Wild Cukrry.
iloKKHOL’.ND is the very best compound
ever prepared
for the immediate relief and
permanent cure of Coughs. Colds. Croup.
Whooping Congh, Bronchitis, Asthma, and
and all diseases of a Consumptive type. It
will thoroughly
eradicate
these alarming
symptoms in one-half the time required to do
so by any other medicine.
It is purely vegetable and coutains not a particle of opium or
other dangerous drug.
Physicians all over the
country endorse it as the most efficacious
antidote known jor all disorders of the throat
and lungs. It never
fails.
Every bottle
guaranteed t > perform exactly as represented.
Be sure to obtain Dr. Morris’Syrup of Tar.
Wild Cherry and Ilorehouud. Trial Size, 10
cents.
Regular Size, 50 and $1.00.

S.

Hut-kins, Delia A. llopkius. I.cttlc Higgins. Emma 1'averly, Curtis Hodgkins ami

up by an app* •*] to let tin* law stand as
the board and lodging furnished him bv
ia protection to Mn» weak, which was i
the County, esca|*ed from ids room,
receive*! with a round of applause. Mr.
by
springing the bars of his window suffiPowers of Houlton then defended the bill
and opposed the gallow s in a forcible ciently to cflect ids exit and then lowering
Mr. Hobson's amendment was himself to the ground with his bed cord.,
speech
Of course, be left behind him the debt lor
defeated bv a vote of f*7 to 45. the three
whieli he was committed and a board bill
Bangor representatives voting in the negfor three months, whieli the County must
1 atlve.

■

a-

was

teaching,

POSITIVELY

C. BURRIU,

UNCOCK, is,—To the Sheriffs of our res pee*
live Counties, or either of tneii
GREETING.
1>eI,ut,e8:

and

schools.

ablest teachers, but this will continue to
be so,until teachers receive fair compensation for their services.

very successful term, of nearly ten weeks
Feb. 11, the following pupils were not absent:
Aggie M. Boynton, Sarah E.

was an industrious and
respected citizen
ami well known among lumbermen ot this
section. A few months since he burled
his wife, and now. by his sudden death, lie

leaves three

our

This is about the last of his

—During the winter term of school. In
dist. No. 1, E. l.aiuoiuc. which closed a

city,

the demands of

meets

he proposes soon to commence the practice
of medicine. IVe regret that other professions. more remunerative, rob us of our

Laorisr.

while at work last week in the
woods on the Penobscot river, was struck
by a rolling log and instantly killed. He

of

exactly

Point.

Patai. Accident.—Mr. Daniel It. Ginn

Farmington favored tie* bill. <;en. Andet*
IIaNikik. Feb. 4th, ls7b.
! son then took t he floor ami made a long
cur*d «d d*-:»L;i — and noUe* in I argument in opposition to the bill, w inding

It. I _!i»hi l. 1 would in
t* nder
\\ :i\
nn
-inet re and heartfelt
-bun. and 1 hop- that tho-e who are
V ail
'A
'll i'C 1tlwliwhi**
lie
-kill. I atu
years of age.,
n- on Carroll -f.. Bangor, and have been i
*«
i rm.n or le— !
nn.
u year-: but n.-\\.
*.» Hr. Lighthill.
an hear perfectly and
d.
:;,i‘f'- now*- in my In
J.
II VMILIUV.
i»r

(Thursday,

terrific gale. T.ie rain came down
in torrents, flooding the streets, overflowin. cellars, and doing much damage.

Short Tiuu*.

that

ns

Trenton Point

that place, and tiiat (lie Gilpatrics hail
prior to that date, settled at Gilpatric ’s

a

of this

on

|

btea manifested by the scholars, and Mr.
Moore's work shows that Normal training

In 17C‘.I, by his Grandfather, Rogers
who removed from Freepoint to

was

—A violent Southeast rain storm prevailed on Tuesday night, accompanied
with

j

Googings,

night.

PENOBSCOT EXCHANGE. Bamor
I 'm-

of the storm, until this

count

CONSULTED

Hi

—Mr. latwis Spriuger informs
the lirsl settlement made

f»* §rtitts_ C.

|

Trenton.

Postponement.—The Centennial cut" rtainiuenl, at Hancock Hall, notified for
Tuesday night last, was postponed, on ac-

abolishing
by numerous
and substitutes imprisonment at
n «in/ n- of Bangor aud
vicinity penalty
:
procure his services, to make a hard 1 tbor for life,and also to
regulate the
d
i>it, before leaving the State,
manner ol applying for
pardons in certain
Cises being the one under consideration.
Mr. Y rank led off by
speaking against the
CAN BE
death penalty, w hen Mr Kastman of Saco
followed and defended it. Mr. Hobson of
Wiseas-et advocated his amendment, which
—AT THE—
gives the Jury the right to say whether
the punishment for murder in the first de_
gree shall be d<‘ath or imprisonment st
haril labor for life. Mr. Talbot
opposed
the amendment, believing if to be unconstitutional. Mr. llus-ey ol North Berwick
;i
member of tin* Society of Friends)
l>osed capital puni'liment on the ground,
that it win a \iolation of the precepts of
pre\ailed

n

variety entertainin' nt. given by the students. consisting of declamations, recitations, a drams ami original parts. Music

certainly

—It Is

Matters.

IHSCI'SKION ON CAPITAL

|ll*h srkaol ml tttorkton.
“Tired nature’s sweet restorer,balmy sleep.’
—But there are times when this ••Renewer of
—Tba High School in this village closed |
Strength*’ is denied us, time when our minds
Kcb. 11th. aller a very profitable term of and bodies have been so overworked and are
so worn out that we “woo the drowsy god In
will be furnished for the occasion, by Prof. I ten weeks, taught by Mr. James S. Moare,
vain.” The Peruvian Syrup (an iron Tonic*)
1
of your city, a Normal graduate.
Winterbotiiam's new Orchestra.
renews our strength, and makes our rest sweet
I
During the term an unusual interest has and refreshing.

City and County.

Obituary notices, beyond
Aye must be paid for
Eden—Feb.
years.

the

Date, Xante and

12th, David II. Lelaud, aged

.VI

Cambridge Mass —Eeb. Mb, Georgia 11. Hill,
•
laughter or John W. and Mary G. Hill, of 8hip
Harbor, N. S. aged 15 years and 9 moutlis.
The funeral of this amiable and estimable youDg
lady took place in tills city, on Sunday last, from
the Unitarian Church, and was attended by a large
concourse of sympathizing and mourning friends.
From the "Eureka Daily Sentinel" Nevada,
of date February 2nd, we copy the following
notice of the death and funeral of Mrs. John
L. Hinckley, eldest daughter of Joseph Weseott. Esq., of Portland, and former resident of

sai-i iaun.
description
N;*i<i mortgage is dated the 31st day oi August
v i>.. Is?4. and recorded in tluncock Regis try oi
l'
1- vot. 147, page 242.
lie
coudiuou in said mortgage has been
.i
ii,
by reason whereof 1 claim this lore

clout1

throughout.

The proprietor intends to give personal attention to the table and the wants of his guests, and
flutters himsell that he can now furnish as good
accommodations as can be lound in the city. A
good Stable, and a faitblul Ostler, always on
Geo. Gould,
? nd.
(West End of Union River Bridge.)
Ells w

orth, Sept. 20, lbo.

1 j r3

-OF THF.

BANCOR
Ins.

Company,
-OF-

B4MUOIK,

H4INE.

Authorized

$300,000

Capital,
Paitf Up Capital,

M ELTlAli K. CHASE,
3w6

ERE AS, James M. Young, of Surry, Maine
on tl e fourth day of Juae,
A. D. 1873, by
his deed of mortgage of that date. (Recorded lu
Hancock Registry, Vol. 144, Page 526;) conveyed
to Hie undersigned a lot «»i land in said Surry, described as follows:—Beginning at a stake and
atone on the Southern line ot Anson
Flood's lot
continued and flfty-two rods from said Flood’s,
South-west corner bound, thence same course as
said line one hundred rods to a stake—thence on
Aaron Kilfleld’s, East line continued and parallel
to said Flood’s westerly line one hundre I and
sixty rods t* a slake on said Kitfleld’s line—thence
Easterly on said Flood’s Northerly line continued
one hundred »oda toil point flity-two rods from
said Flood’s Northwest corner bound—thence
Southerly parallel to said Flood’s Westerly line,
one hundred and sixty rods to the flrsl mentioned
bound containing one hundre<l acres, reserving
twenty live aens on the Western side, and whereas the condition c mtained in said Mortgage
lias
been broken, we claim to foreclote the same and
give this notice pursuant to the statutes of the
Mate.
GeorgeW. allkn.
almiua Allen.
By then Attorney, A. F. Dkinkwater.
3*6*
Surry, Feb. 7th, 1876.

WII

THE

This House if centrally located and has recently been thoroughly repaited and refurnished

Statement

201.520

ASSETS.

Attorney. H> A. Tuiri*.

Notice of Foreclosure.

HOUSE 1

Aim a I

e.

lit I f-

Rluehill. Maine :
The funeral obsequies of the lamented wife of
our fellow-towusuiau J. L. Hinckley, were conducted yesterday at the First Presbyterian
Church, by Key. J. McLain, the pastor. The
death of Mrs. Hincklev has cast a gloom over
our community, and the general feeling of sorrow was fitly expressed yesterday by the almost universal attendance of her friends. The
funeral cortege was the largest and most impressive we have ever witnessed in Eureka.
Mrs. Hinckley had been hut a year in our
midst. She left her New England home in
February, 1875, a bride, to seek her future in
our mouutains with the husband of her choice.
She made none but fricuds here, and cudeared
hersell to all who knew her. Her husband and
her relatives have the warmest sympathy of a
Boarding For Horses.
warm-hearted people in their afflietton. L>>ing
SUBSCRIBER has leased a stable
m
to
she gave birth to a daughter, who remains
Franklin Street, opposite H. Joy’s Blacksinitl
the bereaved 'husband, a pledge of his poor I Shop whore he w ill keep horses by the hour da;
wife’s first love.
j or week,as low as any other place. All persons ii
trusting their horses to us, may be assured lha
they will receive good care anil good feed.

HANCOCK

FoiM

Geo

Ellsworth, Nov. 15, 1875.

P. Osgood.
46lf

Co-partnership Notice.
K. WHITING, 2nd, and Henry WWl
admitted partners under the styl
SAfcUEL
ing, Jr.,
Whiting A .Sons from this date.

Loana on Mortgage ot Reai Estate,
Loaua on Stock Collaterals,
United States Bonds, (Coupons
01 1867.)
Bangor City Bond*,
Bills receivable tor Marine
Premiums,
Ca.-h on Hand and in Bank,
Cash iu course ot Collection from
Agents.
Merest accrued,

$226,400 08
25,508.80
14.386.08

10,210.08
5.560.88

28,675.78
14,763 55
13,61180

LIABILITIES.
Losses In course ot .settlement
and Miscellaneous Items.

ANUELL,
President.
8. F. HUMPHREY,

$8i,7H6 60

B.

M. 11.

Treasurer.

Many

PLUMMER,
secretary
C.H.TAYLOH
bss’taec’y.

years experience in

iness warrants

me in

$338,115 13

this bus-

saying that 1

can

and will make it fur the interest of parties

desiring Insurance

risks at this

to

place

the it

Agency.

Correspondence

solicited.

are

ot

Henry

January 1,1876.
Please take

Whiting

must

3mos2

Henry Writing.

Notice, tbat all demands due Henr .
be settled without any delay.
Henry Writing.

Charles C. Burrill,
10

inos

3

Ag’t.

Watering Bone*.
1

When
J horses.
bulk of It

Northern Snow.

*ee

the

fur-winged summer brood.
depths of endless calm.
nursling solitude;

see

j

white.

river-hill', through atmospheres.
Wind-blown, iu daizle points of light;

benefit.ally

apt

especially

are

led and too

freely

untoward

where

occur

to

liberally

watered

no

colic, diarrhoea .and inflammation ol the
bowels. The horse is not peculiar in this
effect; dogs, and even their masters, aim*
liarly suffer from copious draughts of w ater
I immediately after eating much solid food.

The boyhood's friend-, the fair young wife
Who watched with in*' so long ago,
A* if aero-* another lit**.
Among the softly falling su-*w;

i

While, grieving through
pine and palm,
1!»« w m l- do chide uncounted hour-,
W!]■ *«»* un-pent summer- till the calm
With soft, sweet utterances of flowers.
the

Useful Keuipks.—A great many direchave been published for mending
iudia rubber boots ami shoes, most of

t

February.

ons

which were worthless. The following can
be relied on : Procure a small tin box of

jFarm atth iiousebolb

prepared
which

robber in
tie

can

semi-liquid condition,
purchased lor a few cents at
a

where india rubber goods
almost.any
are kept for sale. The boot must be washed
clean ami dried. Then the surface around
store

Pattesiag Chickeas.
writer in M

If every
!..iv mild agrec|ii|)Oii a system of breed
ing hiid keeping fowls there would he bu ;
A

u

i.l

-in

re's J.'ural

chance for “isms"

save

the subject

ou

pn.fi-"ionals, however, think the;
know all about fowls, bull never knew on

Tim-

ho would admit of “dealing toul" will 1
li
customers, although some do so. never
tildes': still it is to b« presumed that poul
w

try raisers will rank as a fair average o 1
in tukind In intellligcnce and honesty.
A

everybody else has bis own wav of doinj
tilings, there is no good reason wbv
should ^ot have mine, even if it does no
quite

agree

with

strict

orthodox

regula

lions.
Shut up your fowls to tatten. says oie
authority, a tiling I would never do if I de
sired their flesh for my own table. Moder
exercise

is as necessary to produei
in fowls as in larger animals
and those who want diseased meat of am
kind are welcome to their preference, t u
ate

healthy

meat

the rent is to be roughened a little w ith the
point of a knife, after which the semi-1 quid
rubber is spread on with a sjioen as thick-

ly

it could be

without flowing away.
Then a m at patch i* prepared and covered
with one or two coats of rubber. When
the prepared rubber is almost dry. the
as

paleh is applied and

held

flrmlv

on

S.

A. T. says : To slick leather, paper,
or wood to metal, to a gill of glue dissolved iu water add a iahle»|ioonful of glycerine.
The best treatment for slight burn* is to
appljjcotton b«tting|soaked with a liniment
made of equal parts of linseed oil ai d limeBe careful not to break the blisters,
should any form.
water.

To prevent the skin discoloring after a
bruise, take a little dry starch or arrowroot. merely moisten it with cold water,
and place it on the injured part
i bis is
best doue immediately, so as to prevent
the action of the air upon the skin.
uable for black eyes.

lexas steer is to the swill-fed cow foi
beef. Another w riter says fowls shouk
not be permitted to help themselves to food
e.-c they w ill not bunt lor insects when al
lowed to run at large.
But this has been

require sulphur

and ,'tiil is. my system of
feeding, and froii
long experience I am convinced that it i:
the rno-t economical and best pi in
al
odds.

My

roost

in

by

fowls, when they come from till
morning, will take a ligh
breuafust of corn, oats, and wheat, or what
ever grain is
given them, and then start foi
the fields, hunting for Worms and iusecti
tue

I have

generally.

permitting

that

never as

yet discoveree

liens to

help themselves t<
upon their wandering

giaiu hnJ any effect
habit-, or made them disinclined to tat in
sects or make a rail
upou ripe tomatoes 01
otiier fruits and vegetables. Then,

agair

t.iruwiug

out grain, at stated
periods tends
increase the somewhat natural
disposition of the strongest to
overpower and
drive away the weaker, and a
will
to

portion

gorge themselves to excess, while others
obtain little or
none.
To keep fowls
healthy, good-natured, and |fat, food In
abundance should be placed where
they cau
obtain it at any time desired, never omit-

ting

a
supply of fresli water near by. In
winter, meat and vegetables may be added
to the usual
supply of grain, with benefit
to the health of the fowls, as well as
tend,
ing to increase the quantity of eggs. It is
-.ways best to supply a variety of grain,
such a- wheal, m ilet, corn, and buck-

wheat, and allow the fowls
choice Which they will

to

take their

frequently

do In

a

a

few minutes.

Should not attempt to force it upou others
Fowls which are permitted to have a
good
wide range in pursuit of a variety of foot
are a' much 'Upenor for
the] table as tin
tut

for

Inval-

H'-xts Want Sllphir.—W hether

hogs
health,

au esseutul
to
whether it is sought by them as a condiment, may not be discovered. But one
tiling is true, they devour it with greed
as

or

whenever it is to
purpose

fcbe found.
probably that they

quantities of soft coal,

large amount

of

It is
can

which

sulphur.

for this

large

eat

contains

Perhaps

a

this is

the most economical method of
supplying
hogs with sulphur duriug winter, when
they require a good deal of carbon. But in
summer it is best to teed it to them in substances

w

hich contaiu le-s carbon,

on

ac-

of their

producing less heat. Musof tlie best tilings tor this purpose, and some of it should be sown in
every pasture into which hogs are turned.
If hogs are kept in. or are in (mail
yards,
it is well to supply them with the wild muscount

tard is

one

good food, always accessible and in variety; also fresli, clear water, ‘uiamer and
winter, where the fowls can
get it when
de-ired. In summer, with a wide
range
over grass and cultivated
ground and the
above requisites, no hardv.
healthy breed
f.bouldjieconie d -eased, and I doubt if they
ever would.

Cctsior: of Farts Stock.
A

the

writer in the

County Gentleman makes
following timely sugge-tim
••Some

years ago. in December.
half day's work. $2, to
ten

ll.e for live

I

tightening

cows so

that

devoted
up

manure

no

a

a

sta-

froze

In It alterw ards, and Instead of
having less
milk every cold snap and more everv
thaw,
it was more right along, in milk, comfort
in

milking, cleaning the stable,

health ol
thrift of calves, and only less in
aiuonnt of feed required.
One small Ayrshire coming in just then didn't vary

COWS and

eight

pounds

from thirty-live pounds of milk
per
day, and ten pounds of butter per week,
for live months. Publishing my experience
in the New England Farmer Jed others to
go and do like-wise, and some years alter,

correspondent

to

causing

out

cattle.

perceptible draft

any

of

that the air that the animals breath is
as pure as that which flows about
their feet
and legs.

so

Simple Ornament.—Ladies who are
always for nqjr floral adornments will And
that a pretty
is
A

made
it in

sitting-roomjornament
by taking a spruce cone and baking

till the scales open out equally.
It is then filled with equal parts of sand
and grass seed, a string tied to the
top,an 1
the whole put in the dark, in ajar, with
an

oven

water enough to come half way over the
cone.
In a week it is Jplaced in the sunlight. when the seeJs] sprout rapidly, and
in a month fill a gallon jar completely. It
is then taken out and

Every morning

freezing temperature, and still allow
good ventilation about the head, regulated
at pleasure by an adjustable door in front.
The winter profit of dairies may be increased a third, in saying a caloric of food, and

bung

should

soaked in milk-warm

in the window.
he

thoroughly
water.—[Ex.

—Keep the blossoms

off from geraniums as last as they commence to wilt and
lade, and. in fact, all kinds of flowers.
cut

Strong,

fresh stable manure attracts disease to the verbena; to guard against it,
select

a

new

soil and add

a

little compost

else thoroughly decomposed manure,
snch as may he procured from an old hotbed. A little pulverised charcoal scattered into flour pots is excellent. Try it. It
or

•leepiug

above

it

decided mistake to suppose that plants
are unhealthy in sleeping apartments, or
a

rooms.

Fruit Eating.—A

London journal

re-

mark:

"When fruit does barm, it is because it is eaten at
improper times, in Improper quantities, or before it is ripened
aid fit ior the bumau stomach. A distin-

guished physician
tients would

has said that if his pamake a practice of eating a

increased milk.and calf produce, by remem- couple of good oranges before breakfast,
bering that a kind man is kind to his from February till June, bis practice would
beasts, and that disregarding their comfort be gone. The principal evil is that we do

eaougb of fruit; that we injure iu
finer qualities with sugar; that we drown
not eat

more.”

costs

Salt Fish in Cream.—Tear

a
piece ol
strips, wash clean, and place
basin with about a quart of water;

fish into small
it in

a

let it simmer one hour.

off the waof new milk.
When

ter, and add one pint
this comes to a boil, thicken with one
spoonful of flour, and one or two eggs;
add

a

Very

piece of butter, and
nice.

them with cream. We need the medical
action of the pure fruit acids in onr system,
and their cooling, corrective influence.”

Four

a

little pepper.

Sweet

Peas—Many complain

.k<

that their

peas grow well' but do not bloom
freely. The fault Is In late planting. Sweet
peas should be sown as early in the season
sweet

possible. In April always. They will
then bloom freely all the season If not allowed to go to seed on tbe vines. One
as

Triffle.—Cut stale cake into slices, and 1 lady last season, planted her sweet peas
spread preserves between them: lay in a in boxes in the boase in March, and they
deep glass dish, aud beap the disb full of were ready to blossom in June, and flowered abundently all the season.
whipped cream or soft costard

given

I

GEO. W. FISKE.
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hand, and of the 1
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ini a rail,
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will
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Wiggin, Druggist.

STORE.

Peter*.
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win-P' u» virtues are

to what medicine to
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Notices.
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s

wall.nit it, and those
never

itk—
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HARTFORD FIRE INS.
lUMHl

TIIK

1.

CO.,

Isltt

|1.<4UOUOOO

Capital Stork. all paid in.)

<

■

l#»h «»n hand,
t axh Item*.

I

run*

\

j

clulling

TIIK

Fare

to

TO THE HON.
ot Hancock

I

Hailroad

K.

» oUK>>«.
'•OI
••llll in,

Prlillegei

csrotol iDVfUor. W® idviM wb®o and bow to
Hook with fall information
operate safely►rut tree.
Addre** order* by mail and trio* rap h
to
HAITKIIAttl.
Hanker* and Broken, 17 Wall >t., V V
1, ri

( IIAkE

JOB PRINTING!

<i it a iv i

At a Court of Probate holden at Ellsworth within
and lor the County of Hancock, on the 1st Wednesday of Feb. A. D., 1870.
C. WOODMAN, Trustee of the Estate of
Daniel Robinson, late of Bucksport, in said
County, deceased, having presented his 1st ac
count ot administration upon said estate for Probate:
ordered
That the said Trustee giye notice
thereof to all persons interested, by causing a j
copy of this Order to be published three weeks
successively in the Ellsworth American, printed j
in Ellsworth, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be holden at Ellsworth, on the 2d Wednesday of Apr. next, at ten ot the clock in the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be allowed.
3w6*
Parker Tuck, Judge.
A true Coot—Attest: Chas.P. Dorr, Register.
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an*I all kinds of Job Work done

promptly
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die
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make vour friend*,
of yourself aud hil-

Philadelphia Dental College.
best

their
to do work well.

instruction in

ability

use,

ARTIFICIAL

I feel assured of mv

THE ELLSWORTH AMERICAN

to
use

(General

get

\h

and

1

PICTURES

copied and framed

tn«m

in

the

best

finished in

Oil,

I11E,

OH

WATM

-OPPOSITE-

THEO.

UKXRV

WHITIXGS

Oi

PRIIMTINC

No. 7 Coombs’

e

street,

,

Style and Size

AT

SHORT

N S
hand and

ROBES

—

NOTICE
A LAO

—

wlijch

ANTH3A5IT2 fcJBITfflfimS

%

A large assortment of every
style k size kept on
ban 1, and trimmed at short notice at reasonable
rates.

BUCKSPORT,

AC.

O^AII

orders for

anythin?

ty,

are now

for

DAT

lyr.14

in this Coun-

l’ump A Blu<-k
bridge, to the

CONCORD

KtKP ON

a

Hf UTinx

and

Fancy Shirts, Bn*,- p,
OImvca and H e rr.. \
Tien and Bow**, o! the latest
Sty le**

STOCK.

Larje & Superior Stock

si

Kll«w,-»rr>.

in

BUGGIES,
EXPRESS

—ALL KINDS

Don t tail t« call and -ee
to *ave money and get

our

stock

New s Fashionable
C L O T H I> (j

H. MECUEN.
Faneuil

:

We

are giving our Custom Work
Deuartriis;
CA1.I. and EXAMis
»TW K ol CLOTHS if you warn n
joodR and stylish farment.s.

tf50

Jureopecial attention.
■>»r

Bangor

and

WAGONS.

Advertisements.

Human Hair Hoods: MB BE 101 HUE BEP.tBT.BElf

dispatch.

»olh in

Mens’ and Boys’ Clothing, lor Mr
nittlity and workmanship, CANNOT Bf Bf \T
.his side of Boston.

MANUFACTORY.
J.

OF—

H.

CLERGUE,
At No.

0

MAIN

STREET. Banook,
keeps on
hand
a large stock of Hu
man Hair Goods, in

done at a fair price.
Paint Shop is opposite the
City Hotel
will be

__

a'ant

H.

■

■

and this the nlaceto hay y»ur Cloth
inj<, and save 25 per cent.

MIGHT.

N. B.—Cliange Avenue Runs from
tlAll Market to State Street.

Braids,

C re pee
Curls Fru
ms.

\c

*c.
,
WAII kinds of hair work manulacturc -oa
ler at lowest prices and in the latest
styles
SVThe largest manufactory east of Boston
WLadies, save your combings and have tb- ■>
Irawn at 75 cents
per ounce.
a distance can send orders
by1
aatl at a alight expense.

BEiUTIFUL' PICTURES;

;

shall

now

oSo j

Sewing Machine,
freatlv redwced price*. Now is yopr time
rv the BEST SEWING MACHINE CHEAP.

switches,

ettea, Cr,

tns

j u«r„T°THE Ladies —We
he Elias Howe (Improved)

eluding Wigs. Half
H igs, Top Piecen
Front Pieces,Bands

j

E. E. * F. m. ROWE.

KUs worth. Maine.
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Now is Your Time.

to accommo
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B. BUSH
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sale at the

Jmeriean Office.

F .mi y

'Llll

fore

Hotel,

HAND

LIVE AND LET LIVE.

CO.,

jii.iiities,

These goods must he sold and we
shall
heat a: prices that will ensure tneir .-ale.

billiard noon,
adjoins the Office. Also, Nicely Furnished Rooms,
it prices to suit all, by the
day or week. Room**
per night, 5u cents.

formerly occupied by B. F. Thomas, just across
the road about ten rods down the river, where
we are prepared to carry on the

SHALL

to 3 I*.

i

printed

A CO.

A VEX IE

AMD

M

Livery Stable office.
Now, citizens of Hancock County give us a cal! 1
and try our work, and our prices, we
believe in
square deal, and a fair thing.

HANCOCK COUNTY PUN.

I*.

»b.i
(. iie-unere
P nits, w Ph V’o.-n t.j to.it
h,
for Men and Hoys wear.

l

FURNISHING

A good variety of Wines, Liquors, Ales, and
Cigars, always on hand, with a Liberal Lunch
Hot, from 4 o’clock till 7. A. M and from 11 \

AHK)ujr
over R. Forsaith’s

The best and most approved mortever

have moved Irom the Old
west end o( the

above, will receive prompt attention.

BUNKS.

an

4

4»3tf

Merchants’

CARRIAGE PAINTING

Address,

gage Blanks

Methodist Cnurch.

WE•hop, at the

enumerated

ME.

W. riNKC

Will be conducted for the fbiure so
ilate all patron -, being kept open

ftook

ALL KINDS OF REPAIRING

HU

MORTGAGE

RAIMHED,

John A. Hale’s

Maine.
near

Ac., Ac.,

—

WHITE

s

over

will be done with neatness and

HALT,

ri-

Cloths, Doeskin, and Fancy Cassimere*.
will be sold by the yard .r made
to order, lest than ever
be

NSW LEASE OF LIFE.

(HI.UiE

OLD PLANING A SCROLLING MILL.

WK

STRRI,

:

Ellsworth,

LABELS,
LETTER-HEADS,

:
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IN ALL ITS VARIOUS BRANCHES.

BLOCK,

BONO OK DUTY PAID BY

iHIMII

Al OH EM

CARRIAGE BUSINESS

QUALITY OF-
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Ellsworth, Nov. 15 1875.
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POSTERS,
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Ml.mtli- anj Pacifi.
Dante Cuffs, all eloth f, intj

which will lie sold ami, delivered at reasonable
prices.
" <• have the best
Lehigh coal ever brought to
this place ; also ajprime article lor ISlackituiih *

ancl 1 Coffins !

A

as

(

)i*

Warwick, Czar

The Subscriber, having leased the coal wharf
and sheds foriuerlv occupied by Hacon and Hu* kins. will continue the business and keep cou-tant-
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Good Presses and
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Washington to
delay there

to

tUMlNh HUUK K.
I.ate ( <>mmtssinner ot Patents.
Air. U il Kddy has made lor me over iHlurt ap
pticationa for Patents, having been succes-fuI in
aliuo-t every case. Such unmistakable
proof **i
great talent and ability on his part, leads me to
re* commend ud invent-, rs to apply to him '.«» pro
cure their patent*, as they may be sure -t hav ing
the must faithful attention b**stowud on lla-ir
cases, and al very leasonablecharges,
JOHN TAGnAlH'.
Heston Jan. 1 1*7*.—Jyrl

T R I M M E I)
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Commissioner of Patents
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o-re capable <d
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CALL

Assignn'ents, and all other papers r•.r pu.
ten »*, executed on rea-otiatde tern.-, with u...
pat- h. ICesean lies made to determine the va.,
and utility of Patents oi Invent! -ns, an 1 ie/ il
and -ther ad vs. ■*• rendered n ad matters ton ... g
the same. (. opteot the < ifti n s ot any p r.-nt
lurnished hv remitting one doiiar. A --.grum-n'
recorded iu Wash vugton
y<> Agency in the I'nite I >t<ite* p< icsse*
'for obtaining 1‘ateni.i,
patentability of invent Uni i.
All necessity oi a journey
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the place, over ft F. Suminsby
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1 have several improvement.- important in fitting difficult mouths.
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-, -p®.

cons of the nicest sjureimen- ever made
in this
city and satisfy yourself that I can do a* good
work here a* can be made in other
cities,

store,

Special attention paid to the filling of teeth,
having ail the latest improvements in the appliances of the l>eulal Art, and having received the
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OIPKE

arc

UHOW., AgtV.al 1‘ortland.

Willow Frames MeniimsSBrartels.

MAINE.

Court of Probate,
February
Term. A. I». 1876.
Coon the loreguing petition. Ordered
That
said JFidow give public notice to all person*
interested, by causing a copy ol this order to
b«
weeks
published three
successively in
the
Ellsworth
American, a newspaper
published in Ellsworth, in said County, that
they may appear at a Court ot Probate for
said County, to be held at Ellsworth, on the 2nd
Wednesday m
next, at ten of the clock in
the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be granted.'
3w6*
Parker Tick Judge.
Attest, ( has. P. I>ork, Register.
A true copy -Attest; CHas. P. Dorr. Register.

>r

AMKKICAN

JOB

DOORS, SASH & BLINDS,

wido* of Joshua II.
in said C»*unty. deceased re»|*ectfully represents, that said decent
ed died pu'»essed ol Personal Estate, an Inventory ot which has been duly returned into tbe
Probate Of!i< e: that her circumstance* render it
ne. eas.irv (hat she should have more of said Personal Estate than she is entitled to on a distribution tbeieof; She therelore prav » that your Honor
would grant her such Allowance out of said Personal Estate, a* in vour discretion you ma\ determine neceMai y ami proper; and also to appoint
Commissioner- to *et out her Dower in the Heal
Estate of said deceased
Ellen J. Notes.
kebruary 1st, 1876.

1

o

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CUREj
I

GEO. W. F/SKE.

1

I’XDER&DiXED,
T11ENoyes
late of Castine,

▲t a Court ol Probate holden at Ellsworth, within
and for the County of Hancock,on the 1st Wednesday of Feb. A. D. 1876.
MILLIKEX, Adni’r of the estate of John
R. Lunt, late of Tremont, in said County,
•
deceased, havi ng presented his 1st account of Administration upon said estate for Probate:
Ordered
That the said Adm’r. give notice
to all persons interested, by causing a copy ol
this order to be published three weeks successiyely in the Ellsworth American, printed at Ellsworth, that they mav appear at a Probate Court
to be holden at Ells
in said county, on the
2nd Wednesday of Apr.next, at ten of the clock in
the forenoon, and snow cause, If any they have
why the same should not be allowed.
Sw6«
PARKER TUCK, Judge
A true copy-attest: Char. P. Dorr, Register.

Ellsworth.

MAM KACTURKR9 AMI HKALKK9IS

ounty

lusuramc.

style

E. & S D. BONSEY.

Parker Tick, Judge,
Attest,Chas. I*. Point. Rig'r.
3w»;«
A true copy—Attest; CHas. I*. Dork. Iteg’r.
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World.

and

The New Packet Sch. “CITY OK
ALLS WORTHis a»»w on Die Ells
worth and P**rtlan<l Packet Line,
an
will make the regular tup-.
The Sch. “SENATOR." will be in
readiness t*» assi.-t when business requires it.
These vessel* are both new and commodious,
and subst tntially built.
I r For freight o passage, apply to the ( tpia n
on board.

It

year,
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By

Hancock,

fare,

oflllswori”

Schr “City
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withfh-
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Preauient.
A. Ik Hruwar secretary.
kartlaer, Agent.
Hu<k*p..rt MaineSw5

NEW PORTLAND PACKET!

Office that her cm nnistai.ce* render 11 nc* » --ar y
that she should have more of said Personal Estate
than she is entitled to on a distribution thereof
>he therefore prays that your Honor w vul-1 grant
her such Allowance out of said Personal Estat*,
as in your discretion
you may detcrmine nece-•
And also appoint Commission•ary and proper.
t out her Lower m the real estate of her
ers to
said husband.
Noihia Harden.
H 11. Harden, Adm r.
February 2nd, 1*70.

Probate, for the

to

H

I hair

Will leav* Boston lor Wmtcrport an 1 intermediate lauding-, every Kndav. at 4 o'clock P
M
A
special •rain will take pa*#cngers from i
Bucksp rt i» to late to-j connect with the regular 1
tram.
1 U
LOOMIS TAYLOR. Agent.

THE

TO THE HON Judge of
of Hancock.
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ft.

liU

liitlurn/n.
U Hnitpn

»7

Made any day in Pet* and < all*. Invent according to Tour mean*.
|10. |50 .,r fthO. In block
Ln brought a small fortune to the

Uacbsport

to

River landing* mclu ling Railroad
50 cents extra from Summer rates.

R Be h>1 at lo o'clw k A
Steamer at Bucksport.

Judge of Probate lor the County

STATE OF MAINE.
"Ck. ss.—Court of Probate February Term,
D. 1»7C.
L’pon the foregoing Petition, Ordered,—That
said N\ idow give public notice to all persons interested. by causing a copy of this Order to In*
published three weeks successively in tiie Ellsworth Ann man, a newspaper published in Ellsworth. in said County that they may appear at a
Court of Probate lor said County, io 1** held at
Ellsworth, on the 2. Wednesday ia’ April n**\t. it
ten o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, it
any they have, w hy the same should not be grant-

Uosloa

to

arr

>44

Bj~ In

The Steamer K ATAfIPIN, C’apt.
^
—
j.^W. li Kola, wiil leave Wintcrp-*rt
1*
AwAwA. very Tuesday at 1 o’clock A. M
Bucksport at 12 M.. touching at ad the usual
landings.
A train will leave Bangor at the L AN a. li

LNLERnKJNEL. widow of Timothy Harden late of Trenton.in said L ountv.deceast d
respectfully represents, that said deceased dud
possessed of Personal Estate, an Inventory ot
which ha- been duly returned into the Probate
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CO., Lowell,Mass..
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Administrator* ol the la-t Will and Tc'aruei.t
o! AMBROSE > PAGE, late of Buck-port,
the County ol Hancock, deceased; by giving
1
Im»u«1 as the law direct*
I they therefore request all persons who are indebt
ed to the said deceased's estate.to make immediate
MANCHKftTF.lt. V II...I AN. 27. 1-72.
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payment, and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlemei »
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Attest —CHA*. P. Loiir. Keg r
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A trye copy—Attest
CHA** P. LOUR, Keg r.
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nI BRCRIBER berel y gives public notice
all concerned, lhat he uas been duly appointed and lias taken upon himself the trust |
an Administrator of the r-t.ite of
8AK \ II MORGAN, lain ol Ellsworth,
in the ( uunl) of Haucttca
deceased,
bv
as
the
law directs
be j
giving bond
therefotr irquests all persons \% ho are indebted
to the said deceased's estate, to make immediate
have any demand*
tho«a who
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thereon, to exhibit (be same tor pn-. ni> nt
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Widow g ve public notice to all persons
or to cultivate some of the better
varieties
interested. by ausmg a copy of the petition an-1
for them.
will eat its leaves, its flow- this order thereon, to be published three weeks
successively m the Kll-worth American, a new •ers. seeds, and
Journal.
paper published in Ellsworth, in sai l County, that
thev may appear at a Court of Probate for said
pCouuty. t t-e held at K .-worth tn -aid County,
Ventilation of
venon the 2d Wednesday of Apr. next, at ten ol the
tilation does not consist in wide cracks in clock in the forenoon, and «n.-w cause, ;l any they
w hy the aame should not be granu d.
have,
the doors, nor holes in the walls, which let
Parker 11 k Judge.
Attest
LIIAS.P. I*< >KK. Register.
3w».»
in a stream of cold air
upon th* animals.
A true copy—Attest: CUAft. P. LoRR, Register.
L nless there is
space above, to al-

mu'.ner not laid down in the
poultry book-. cold air. Proper ventilation consist* In
Ii.-eu's- among fowls is the result of mis- having the air within in
exactly the same
management and nothing else, no matter condition as it is without; pure, fresh,
h..w much science may be mixed in as
abundant in quantity and equal in quality,

preventives or cures. Cleanliness is of the
first importance; next, an abundance of
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So Bad that when I went to Sleep I
thought I should Choke to Death,

ef-

put to tolerable quick work. There is
more infallible method ol producing
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them in the falliog rain.
Through ail the years that lie between.
Like gh<*-t- about the window-pane,*
Among the iuu-k and e\ergreen;
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\ CATARRH

interferes with the proper
functions of the canal, and excites indigesThese

M'BSCKIBKIl
hereby give public notice
has* been duly apto all concerned that he
the
hunscil
upon
pointed and has taken
trust of an Administrator of the estate of
El.MAII I
M ALLEN, late ot Mt. Dene it.
in the County ofllancock,
deceased, by
giving bond as the law directs; he therefore re
quest all persons who arc indebted to said de
cea-ed’* estate t.» make immediate payment. °nd
those who have anv drmards thereon, to exhibit
the same tor pavineut.
Andrew J. Win tiro
Feb. 2, 187rt.
Sail*
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food, and thus

tion and diarrtupa.

REMEDY!

Bkuxswick, Me., Nov. s. ih73.
Littlefield ft Co:
Your Constitutional Catarrh Remedy it doing
wonder*. I took the trouble to see Mr. Chariot
T. Morse of this place, afbi give the fart* in hi*
At the time of
his rase as I goi them from hiiu
the horse disease his brother wa* quite sick with
him;
it.
a d took the Remedy, which cured
harles then commenced taking it for deafness
he having been *o deaf since the age «t 14 (now
l wing 41). that his family did note.inverse with
him except upon mattera ol importance, lie Ml
-ono benefit from the flrsl bottle, and now, alter
having taken three .hears better than he ever remember* hearing before in hi* life, lie wa* so
feeble that he could do but little work, and when
he went to the village, had to rule home in the
t*>tloin of the buggy, and al»o raided much matter
from hi* lungs, but i* now mute smart and tee)*
confident of egaining hi* health.
JAMbs It. TEBBtTTS
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division and digestion. An inordiiikt'’ supper of water or watery fluid, on the other
hand, proves injurious. It dilutes unduly

In *tn loti- white level- Hostile croft:
A mound ol snow the box-wood some* ;
Stili sweep the trowel*, white and soft.
In *»loj*iii£ curves and sweeping lines.
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ina the Injurious efl'ect of large quantities
of w ater swallowed immediately after eati
ing. A small quantity of fluid swallowed
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the snow;
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The little wreaths of thin, blue smoke.
Where d wider holds handfuls ot snow
Above them on its mother oak.
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burgh, some old horses were led with split

Ail things of sight and sound appear
To breathe ot nothing but content.
A- if unheeded, through the year,
The vagrant seasons came and Rent.

My heart would leap

Sick
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And ample breadth' of bloom unfurled.
As sweet as that voluptuous South
Where Antony gave the Homan world
For Egypt's"*, leopatra mouth.
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to

the water carries considerable
quantities ot the contents to where it ledges
i the iute>tines. It, then, the food is wash*
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At a Court ?>f Probate hoMen at Ellsworth within
and for the County of Hancock,oo the'let Wednesday of Feb. A. D.. 187H.
c. WOODMAN, and al. Executors of
The last w ill and Testament of Daniel Robinson, late of Bucksport. in said Coun ty, decea*
ed having presented their 1st account ot administration upon said estate lor Probate1
Ordered :—That the said Executors give notice
thereof to ail persons interested, by causing a
copy of this Order to be published three weeks
printed
successively in the KUsworth American,
in Ellsworth, that they may appear at a Probate
Court to to be holdt-n at Ell-worth, on the 2nd
Wednesday ol Apr. next, at ten ol the clock to the
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have why
the same should not l>e allowed.
Pahkkk Tuck, Judge
3wh»
A true Copy—Attest 1'HAl. P. Dorm. Register.
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A full drink of water immediately alter
being fed should never be allowed to

lSw«

*• ®* Cm.,
Start Valla, K. T.
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gVOrders solicited. Address
J. H. CLERGUE,
>'o. 10 Main Street,
1[w,
1911
Bangor, Maine.
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